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Ithacan I Chris Burke 
President Whalen addresses students drulng an open question and answer period 
at the Nov. 19 Student Government meeting held In the North Meeting Room. 
Whalen addresses 
student concerns 
,during open forum 
By Traci ~cott and Heather Zuzick 
Members of the IC community went 
straight to the top to _voice their concerns and 
questions regarding the college. 
At the Nov. 19 Student Government As-
sociationmeeting,PresidentJamesJ. Whalen 
answered questions from approximately 100 
students. The topics discussed ranged from 
possible fraternity_ recognition to a lack of 
multiculturalism within the college curricu-
lwn. This assembly was one of the periodic 
meetings Whalen attends in order to listen to 
student concerns. 
The open forum began with Christopher 
Dyer's '92, concern about the conditions 9f 
classrooms and residence halls compared to 
the conditions of the grounds. Whalen de-
tailed the amouni of the endowment that the 
college has~ saying, "The surplus [of money 
from tuition] goes into endowment We try to 
keep the maintenance up, inside and outside." 
Whalen repeatedly· assured the members 
of the forum that their tuition dollars are well 
spent "Are we ~g money out of your 
pockets for frivolous things? I don't think 
so," Whalen said. 
Several members of the currently unrec-
ognized "Ithaca Fraternity Council" were 
present at the meeting. Representative 
members of nationally chartered fraternities 
Tau Kappa Epsilon, Sigma Alpha Mu, Phi 
Kappa Sigma, Sigma Phi Epsilon, Pi Lamba 
Phi, Delta Sigma Phi, Alpha Epsilon Pi, and 
the locallY. chartered .Delta Kappa, posed 
question after question regarding the pos-
sible recognition of their respective organi-
7.ations. 
Whalen said that the proposal for the 
acknowledgement of the currently unrecog-
nized fraternities, which has been under re-
view for ~e last two years, was n:compiled 
~ fall; however, the faculty council is still 
cqpsj~ feedback. -. 
lations that allows for the fraternities to work 
with the institution," Whalen said. 
With regard to the current unrecognized 
fraternity proposal, Whalen also stated that 
he wants a document that will have repre-
sented the input of all parties. He said that no 
final decisions have been made on the matter. 
Whalen also suggested the formation of 
an "Evening Forum," which would address 
the issues of the "Ithaca Fraternity Council" 
exclusively. 
Darren Titan '93, president of tlie "Ithaca 
Fraternity Council" and Tau Kappa Epsilon 
said, "It is encouraging to the unrecognized 
fraternities that J J. has taken a specific inter-
est in the.Greek Life situation at Ithaca Col-
lege. We are looking forward to the specific 
meeting on Greek Life." 
Questioning then turned from the frater-
nity issue to Nancy Maldonada's '92, arepre-
sentativeof theAfrican-LatinoSociety (ALS), 
concerns about the Eurocentrism of the cur-
riculum. Maldonada insisted upon the neces-
sity of a "director of minority affairs" within 
the administration. 
Whalen responded by saying, 
"[Multiculturalism] is an important issue for 
all of us ... [however] the faculty of any aca-
demic institution controls the content of the 
courses and change it as they see fiL I have no 
control over that" · 
Maldonadaalso asked about the "fakeness" 
of the brochures given to prospective students, 
assserting that minority students see IC as an 
institution with a minority population of more 
than the actual 3 percent 
Whalen said, "[The brocfoire] had full 
input from students in the black community. 
We don't want to tell lies about the college." 
When asked by John Blacksten '92, about 
IC'spositionontheAndreWiggins'~al,and 
whether or not Wiggins was suspended or 
expelled, Whalen sai~ "No comment You 
know I can't comment on that" 
Whalen answered Blacksten·s--questions 
about th~ London.Center, saying,."We are 
seeing a falliilg ~ffof .i!tte.resL We may have 
Wiggins, alleged 
victim testify 
By Jeff Selingo • investigative procedures employed by Holi 
and Christa Anoll and IC Campus Safety. 
Andre Wiggins took the stand Wednes- Holt said that after reading the woman's 
daytodefendagainstchargesthatherapedan statement, he sent two officers at approxi-
IC student last March. mately 11:45 a.m. March 29, to Wiggins' 
His statements were in contrast to the classroom in Friends Hall. According to 
sometimes emotional testimony of the Holt, the only instructions he gave the.offic-
woman, who said last week that she was an ers were to "locate Andre and invite him 
unwilling participant in a sexual encounter down [to Holt's office]," 
that took place in her Lyon Hall suite. The officers introduced themselves to 
Wiggins, an IC student at the time of the , Wiggins and told him that Holt wanted to 
incident, said, "We were pretty much in- speak to him, according to Rolland Manley, 
volved together. It was mutual, passionate investigatorwithTompkin'sCountySheriff's 
involvement" Department Manley said Wiggins was never 
The woman said, "I said 'No'. I kept telling told that he did not have to see Holt at that 
him to stop." time. According to Wiggins, up to this point 
Both sides raised issues including whether he asked twice "What is this about?" and was 
the sexual act was consensual or not and the told that he would have to wait until-he saw 
manner in which Campus Safety questioned Holt 
Wiggins. Upon arrival at the office of Campus 
When resistance occurred Safety, Wiggins and Manley waited about 
Both agreed that sexual intercourse took 20 minutes before the interview with Holt 
place and that there was resistance. The two began. For approximately an hour, Holt, 
sides disagree as to when the resistance oc- Manley andNonnan Wall, assistant director 
curred. of campus safety, questioned Wiggins. 
Robert Holt, director ofIC campus safety. Wiggins said he felt he "-was in custody and 
said the two stories were similar; the differ- had to do what they said." 
ence occurred with the timing of resistance. After introductions, Holt began the ques-
According to Holt, Wiggins said resistance tioning by asking Wiggins what he had done 
came after sexual intercourse, while the the previous night. In his testimony, Wall 
woman said she resisted before, during and said the purpose of the meeting was never 
after. stated at the beginning. 
According to Holt, Wiggins said the According to Wall, Wiggins asked why 
woman expressed remorse after the incident, he was there, and they answered that there 
and this is what constituted resistance after was an incident on campus. 
intercourse. Wiggins talked about the previous night_ 
Court testimony established that after generallyatfirst Wallsaid, "We told Wiggins 
spendingthenightofMarch28atTheBomb that we got a complaint from [the woman] 
Shelter, the woman shared a taxi back to her that she was not a willing participant" 
Lyon Hall residence with Wiggins. According to Wall, Wiggins said that she 
The woman said that once back in her helped him take his clothes off. "He never 
suite, Wiggins kissed her and she kissed him got an inclination from [the woman] that she 
back. At that point, she said she told him to didn't want to do it," Wall said. He said that 
leave. According to Wiggins, the woman afterreviewingthe woman's statement with 
kissed him back and never resisted during the investigators, Wiggins asked, "Did she 
sexual intercourse. say I raped her?" Wall said the woman said 
After telling Wiggins to stop, the woman she was not a willing participant and he took 
saidhetookoffhershorts. "I couldn't believe this to be synonomous with rape. 
he was pulling off my shorts. I didn't know According to Wiggins, at this point Wall 
what to do. I was in shock," the woman said. said in a raised voice, "Look Andre, you have 
"That's when he told me to shut up, lay back to be straightforward with us. We could have 
and enjoy it" According to Wiggins, he banged down your door and dragged you 
never made that statement out" Wiggins said that after this statement 
Afterintercourse, the wom_ansaid Wiggins he was scared. 
sat on the bed and "seemed regretful." Ac- Wallsaidthatafterreviewingthewoman's 
cording to Wiggins, the woman said they statement a second time, Wiggins became 
"shouldn'thavedone what we did because we quiet and said, "Okay. First let me apologize 
were friends." for taking up so much of your time. I did it." 
Questioning procedures According to Wall, he is unsure of Wiggins' 
Thedefenseraiseddoubtscolicemingthe - See "Wiggins," page 2 
Women's soccer team: 
National Champs 
For the second consecutive year the IC women's soccer team 
has captured ·the NCAA Division ID Ch~pionship. _ On Sunday, Nov. 17 the Bombers defeated the University of 
Rochester 2-0, in Plymouth, New Hampshire. ,:;~weiestrongreserv~onsexpressed 
_ tiy~ulty] panel about the fraternities. 
~®:()l'J2 faculty members we've.heard 
'had_';.gieat- concerns. J ani not opposed to 
fraternities. What I insist on is a set of regu- - See "Whalen~" page 2 , 
- Ithaca. is the first team to repeat as NCAA champions since 
. Rochester in 1986 an~ 1987. See story on the back page. 
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Ithacan IDquirer 
By Patrick Kennedy 
Question: 
What is your reaction to Little Feat playing at Ithaca College? 
Becky Bender 
Exploratory '95 
"I can't say, I've never 
heard of them." 
Whalen---
continued from page 1 
the same number [of students], but 
there are so many other places to 
go." 
Last year's revision of the con-
troversial ROTC policy, which 
would eliminate the judgment of a 
person based on their sexual orien-
tation, was addressed during the 
latter half of the forum. 
"If your going to adopt the 
[ROTC] policy ,"Whalen said, "you 
better look at your original policy 
which doesn't include that phrase. 
A resolution will be passed this 
year." 
Meghan Murphy 
Theatre Arts Mgmt. '95 
"It's cool that a live band is 
playing at IC. It's good to 
have a taste of different 
music." 
Randy Zagorin, president of 
RHA, asked Whalen why there is 
nooffcampushousingbureauavail-
able to the students. Brian McAree, 
vice president for campus affairs, 
responded, saying, "This is prima-
rily a residential college." 
Whalen added that IC has to be 
very careful about what may be 
considered "off campus," and that 
if there were a campus bureau, it 
would have to be carefully super-
vised. 
When asked about the quality of 
the library by Gabriel Krueger '94, 
Whalen said, "The library has cer-
tain limitations. We are putting more 
and more money into our library." 
Dave Elia 
Exploratory '94 
"I don't know them very 
well, but I think it's fine and 
good that we're.having live 
music at IC." 
Financial aid was another topic 
that was brought forth during the 
second half of the forum. Whalen 
said, "We are looking at some sig-
nificantly reduced enrollment. 
We 're getting less aid from federal 
and sta~ governments. We're try-
ing to make up the difference, the 
financial aid office really stretched 
this year. We can't do that any 
more."Whalen said, ''We were not 
~sing tutition. Any surplus [fr9m 
tuition] is used for the benefit of 
the college." 
Whalen concluded the forum 
saying, "I think our students are 
friendly and articulate. We have a 
pretty civilized place." 
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Wiggins 
Continued from page 1 . 
exact words, however he under-
stood the statement to mean 
Wiggins said he did "what she said 
is true." 
Wiggins said he might have said 
"I did it" sometime during the inter-
view, referring that he "messed up 
the relationship" with the woman. 
According to Wiggins, Wall said, 
"Put yourself in our shoes, who 
would you believe," which Wiggins 
said left him with the impression 
that they believed her. 
"We were pretty much 
involved together. It was 
mutual, passionate 
involvement." 
-Andre Wiggins 
Wall said the three investigators 
asked Wiggins what he did, and he 
said, "What she said in the state-
ment" At this point, Holtexplained 
he would like to take a statement, ---
and Wall and Manley left the room. 
Holt said he gave Wiggins his 
Mirandarights,andaskedhim ifhe 
understood them. Holt said, 
Wiggins nodded. Holt went over 
the blank statement form with 
Wiggins, and read the Miranda 
waiver, which Wiggins eventually 
signed. 
According to Holt, he explained 
the procedure to Wiggins, which 
would include the two going over 
the notes taken by Holt during the 
meeting. Then Wigginswouldmake 
any corrections to the story, the 
statement would be typed, Wiggins 
would go over the typed statement, 
and then sign the document Holt 
said Wiggins agreed to this proce-
dure. 
. Showing his notepad to Wiggins, 
Holt asked him at what point his 
November. 21, 1991 
-stoJY would change. According to 
Holt, Wiggins ~d_ tlJe. $l0ry would 
change at the ~mt Where he kissed 
he~. ~ccording to ~ol~ Wiggins 
said, She told·me to leave, and 1 
put her on the bed, and took off her 
clothes. All the while she resisted." 
According to Wiggins, the pro-
cedure occured much differently 
Wiggins said he,did not rewrite th~ 
statement. with Holt, instead Holt 
rewrote it according to his interpre-
tations of Wiggins answers. 
According ·to Holt, it took ap-
proximately 45 minutes for Wiggins 
to res~te what happened the previ. 
ous night Holt said he took the 
statementtohissecretarytobetyped 
and returned to Wiggins about 45 
minutes later. According to Holt, 
he went through th.e typed state-
ment with Wiggins and Wiggins 
signed the statement 
"I said 'No'. I kept 
telling him to stop." 
-Wiggins'accusor 
Wiggins said Holt read him the 
typed statement, but he was not 
concenttating fully on iL Wiggins 
said, "I was in a confµsed state. I 
thought Holt would take care of 
things." · 
The defense contended through-
out the testimony by Holt, Wall and 
Manley that Wiggins was never in-
formed of his rights when he was 
picked up by the investigators, or 
laterduringhisquestioninginHolt's 
office. Through the testimony of 
Holt, Wall and Manley, Wiggins 
was never given -the option that he 
could leave at anytime during the 
interview. 
Anywhere from 10-25 IC stu-
dents have been attending the trial. 
Wiggins testimony is expected 
to conclude today, with closing ar-
guments set for Monday, Nov. 25. 
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THEITHACAN 3 
Official speaks on Soviet status 
By Avi Schaeffer 
The ~oviet pepple will need to 
be patient if Soviet l~der Mikhail 
Gorbachev is to succeed with eco-
nomic refonns, according to Soviet 
official Georgi Arbatov. 
Arbatov spoke to an audience 
that filled the Roy H. Park School 
of Communications auditorium on 
"After the Coup: Prospects for the 
Soviet Peoples." His speech,deliv-
. eredon Thursday, Nov. 14, was this 
year's Marjorie Mayrock Memo-
rial Lecture in History. 
Arbatov currently advises both 
Gorbachev and Russian president 
Boris Yeltsin. He is considered a 
top specialist on East~ West rela-
tions, and participated in the sum-
mitmeetings between fonner Presi-
dent Reagan and Gorbachev. 
Arbatov said he serves as a member 
of Yeltsin's Supreme Consulting 
Committee. 
"If the reformists are 
successful, the same 
forces will work which 
worked in Western 
Europe, and will drive 
[Russia] toward eco-
nomic integration." 
-Georgi Arbatov, Soviet 
official 
At the beginning of his speech, 
Arbatovpresented his views on why 
the coup failed. "Gorbachev had 
many warnings on the possibility of 
a coup," he said. "The coup leaders 
underestimated thechange that hap-
pened in the country." 
People did not panic when tanks 
rolled into Moscow during the coup 
because "they'd [the tanks] been 
there so often before. People didn't 
panic, they gathered their will and 
guts, and the people defeated the 
biggest army and secret police in 
the world with their bare hands," 
Arbatov said. 
According to Arbatov, the coup 
occurred because there was a top 
heavy government. There were 
many people at the top, but no sup-
port W1derneath. 
On the topic of the Soviet 
economy, Arbatov indicated that it 
had suffered severe challenges. 
"People feel insecure about it; and 
this adds to our problems." 
The main challenge facing 
Arbatov' s nation today is the break -
ing apart of all of the republics, he 
said. 
Arbatov blames Gorbachev for 
"picking bad leaders -- real disas-
ters. But, luckily, each dirty trick 
turned out to Gorbachev's favor in 
the end." 
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Another problem Arbatov men-
tioned facing the USSR, now known 
as the Union of Sovereign States, is 
their outdated agricultural systems 
and crumbling infrastructure. 
"We lose more than 80 percent 
of potatoes, vegetables and fruits 
because we can't get them to the 
stores fast enough. We lose many 
metric tons of oil in our pipelines 
because one-third of the wells are 
always being repaired." 
As he concluded,.Afbatov said 
that people will need to begin to see 
positive, swift changes instead of 
mounting hardships. "Tremen-
douslydemanding months are ahead· 
of all of us," he said. 
"If the refonnists are successful, 
.the same forces will work which 
worked in Western Europe, and will 
drive [my country] toward eco-
nomic integration," Arbatov said. 
In any case, Arbatov praised 
Special to The Ithacan 
Soviet official Georgl Arbatov 
Gorbachev by saying that "he has 
carved himself a very prominent 
place in history." 
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Middle East Confer-ence 
sets its sights on peace 
Expert speaks on chances of quieting a war-tom area 
By Liz De Rose · 
A new beginning. That is the 
aim of the Madrid Peace Confer-
ence, it is an attempt at peace in the 
Middle East 
On Nov. 14, Robert Neumann, 
chairman emeritus of the Ameri-
can/Saudi Roundtable, addressed 
membersof thelthacaCollegecom-
munity about the prospects of peace 
in the Middle East. 
"The chances for suc-
cess [ at peace] are 
slightly better than they 
have been, and the 
chances for failure are 
greater as well." 
-Robert Neumann, 
chairman emeritus of the 
American/Saudi Roundtable Neumann is also the senioradvi-
soranddirectorofMiddleEastPro- 1 
grams at the Georgetown Center Next Neumann discussed the 
forStrategicandlnternationalStud- Middle East Peace Conference. 
ies. "The core problem disturbing that 
Neumann has been the United area of the world is an old problem, 
States' ambassador to Saudi Arabia, namely the Palestinian one," he said. 
Morocco,andAfghanistan,andwas The Palestinians are currently 
the director of the Department of instable due to the humiliation suf-
State transition team for the Reagan fered at the hands of the Isrealis, 
administration. Neumann said. This instability en-
Thespeech began withNeumann dangers the current regime, and it 
explaining the role of the United handicaps the persuit of national 
States in the Gulf War. . interests. 
"It was a war to put to rest a "The chances for success [at 
naked act of agression," Neumann peace] are slightly better than they 
said. He also said that while the have been, and the chances for fail-
United States is not a global police ure are greater as well," Neumann 
force, it would intervene where its said. 
interests were threatened. Three members of the Ithaca 
"This is the way large powers College faculty participated in a 
actwhentheirinterestsareatstake," panel discussion after Neumann's 
he said. speech. 
The panel was made up of Asma 
Barias, professor of politics; Zenon 
Wasyliw, professor of history; and 
Raquib Zaman, professor of Inter-
national Business. 
Barias took adifferentstand than 
Neumann by giving a view from 
the Third World. 
"It is difficult to buy into the 
argument that the Gulf War was 
about agression and protecting na-
tional interests," Barias said. "What 
exactly are our national interests?" 
According to Barias, while the 
United States gets only 12 percent 
of its petroleum from the Middle 
East, Japan gets more than 60 per-
cent and Gennany receives about 
35 percent, yetneitherofthesecoun-
tries retaliated against Iraq to pro-
tect their national interests. 
Zaman pointed out that the 
Middle East is very close minded. 
"[Success] depends on someone else 
brokering peace," he said. "The real 
issues are very difficult Everybody 
thinks he's right." 
As for the possibility of success 
in the Madrid Peace Conference, 
Barias said that as long as the United 
States supports Israel completely 
and Israel won'tgivelandforpeace, 
the chances for peace in the region 
is a long way off. 
Examining gender roles 
Workshop deals with people's perceptions of the opposite sex 
By Ellen Robillard 
IC students had the opportunity 
to interact with each other and learn 
about the opposite sex at a work-
shop entitled ,"Sexism and Gender 
Roles," that was held Nov 14 in 
Textor 102. 
Approximately 50 students par-
ticipated in the workshop which 
was led by Nancy Caviness, a com-
munity education specialist from 
Tompkins County Planned Parent-
hood. According to Caviness, "Sex-
ism has a broad appeal because 
everyone is affected by sexism." 
At Caviness request no students 
were quoted because what was said 
during the workshop was consid-
ered confidential. The predomi-
nantly female group participated in 
activities which included a one on 
one discussion with a partner. 
Topics discussed included mes-
sages we receive because of our 
gender, where these messages come 
"There are certain 
behaviors encouraged 
anc.[ discouraged based 
only on sexual identifi-
cation." 
-Nancy Caviness, 
community education 
specialist 
from, what was hard about growing 
up male or female and what is a 
source of strength we get from be-
ing male or female. 
The group discussion illustrated 
where the participants f eltmessages 
about sexism and gender roles came 
from. Parents, teachers, the media 
and our cultural traditions were 
named as sources. 
"It is very infrequent we have a 
chance to share our past with an-
other person," Caviness said. 
A volunteer panel that consisted 
of two males aµd a female then 
answere<J questions about expecta-
tions each sex had of one another 
and how it relates to everyday life. 
~·we have made great strides but 
things are not balanced or equal 
now," Caviness said. 
"There are certain behaviors 
encouraged and discouraged based 
· only on sexual identification," 
Caviness said. A group discussion 
took plac. which resulted in sug-
gestions to confront sexism here at 
Ithaca College. 
Suggestions included a fresh-
men seminar course on- gender is-
sues,increased awareness of present 
problems, stiffer penalties for ha-
rassment and violence, RA pro-
grams and increased use of agen-
cies like Planned Parenthood and 
Ithaca Rape Crisis. 
The workshop was sponsored 
by theHealth Management Asso-
ciation. 
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are available at the J.C. Health Center and that these • 
• services are totally confidential?? • 
Please Call For More Information On 
Safer Sex 274-3177 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
9ipt'!!ffa1~f-~~!!,~res 
'1 'J{'E/W l./Y 1('E'J{Oo/Yl.PE/D: ~ 
carpeting, c£isliwaslier, 
contemporary furniture, 
[aundry, off street par/(jng 
9'fenotia6[e $.g,n-ts 
ca'tt:l72-3389 or 257-4164 
_ NEXT SUMMER,...._____,._ 
-Open your··ntin·d-· --
·to the world 
Choose from 22 
Syracuse University 
programs in Asia, 
Europe and 
Australia. 
Syracuse University 
Division of International Programs Abroad 
119 Euclid Avenue 
Syracuse, NY 13244-4 I 70 
(3 I 5) 443-9420/942 I 
Discover Kinko's . 
r.----, 1Freee~~ I 
I Order I BIG IRV 111d get I 
1 fr• bag of chips. I I Corned beel, pastrami, 
Swiss, cote slaw and I Russian on French bread, I 
Delivered hot only $4.95. 
I-one coupon per customer. I Not good w/ other otters. 
·• Must present w/ order. I Use before 1213191 . 
• IRVING'S DELI• RH .J ._ ___ _ 
OPEN 'ffL 
2A.M. 
Charge with 
MC or 
VISA 
Free delivery 
w/ $5orcler . 
Call 272•1RVS(4787) 
r..\.V4r,.'is lriino's 
. G000 cletr:· · 
· x09 ~-ea,..-·. ltba~-~-
When you have deadlines· to meet. 
O~EN 24 HOURS 
4~~ College Ave 
,2-.. 1 .. a- o o s.o·· 
·ldllko•s· 
the· :~~PY c_enter 
' . . . ~ 
-
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Lights! Camera! Action!· Campus Safety Log 
Ithacan I Tor Seemann 
Isaac Crawford '93 shoots som(J footage on top of Textor 
on Sunday Nov. 17 for a senior film project directed by 
Steve Liebowitz '92. 
c) SAM'S WINE~ SPIRITS 
The following incidents are among 
those reported to The Ithacan by the IC 
Office of Public Information, based solely 
on reports from the Office of Campus 
Safety. 
Anyone with any information re-
garding these entries is encouraged to 
contact the Office of Campus Safety. 
Unless otherwise specified, all reported 
incidents remain under investigation. 
Friday, November 8 • 
Thursday, November 14, 1991 
Friday, November 8 
T A student was referred for judicial 
action for engaging in a physical alter-
cation in a residence hall, failing to comply 
with the requests of Campus Safety of-
ficers, and damaging property in a resi-
dence hall room. 
T A student was referred for judicial 
action for climbing on residence hall 
balconies. 
A student was referred for judicial action 
for propping open a residence hall exit 
door. 
Open Mon - Sat until 10pm Saturday,November9 
't' The Ithaca Fire Department responded 
• Foreign & Domestic Wine Varieties to Hilliard Hall for a fire alarm. The cause 
• Specials on cases of wine of the alarm was determined to be an 
L · · f 1· activated pullbox on the third floor. The • ow prices· on a vanety O iquors activation was ,determined to be mali-
Have a safe & Happy Holiday Season ~0~\eport was rned by a bus driver 
126 S. Cayuga St. "next to The Ritz" 272-_4_7_84 __ -1 regarding the theft of keys and a first aid 
.. 
-------=:::::::=:~§:=~;;~:::::~~::::::::=. ______ _, kit from an athletic bus from SUNY 
Cortland while parked in G-lotduring the 
football game. 
T A non-student was stopped by Cam-
pus Safety after causing damage to South 
Hill Field after the football game. The 
non-student was ordered off the campus 
and ordered to make restitution for the 
damage. 
TA report was filed by a staff member 
regarding the theft of a red and white 
jacket s_tolen from the South Hill Field 
during the football game. The jacket was 
wool and leather with a patch that reads 
"Epson Ivy Bowl." 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding the 
theft of a trench horn from the lobby of 
Ford Hall. The theft occurred between 8 
a.m. and 1 p.m. on Oct. 22. 
'f' A non-student was ordered off the 
campus after being identified as com-
mittinga theft from the construction area 
The theftconsistedof pipe material which 
was recovered and returned to the con-
struction site .. 
Sunday, November 10 
't' A student was referred for judicial 
action for urinating in an East Tower 
elevator. 
't' A complaint was filed regarding 
damage that occurred to the first floor 
study lounge of Terrace 10-A. The 
damage consisted of a window and 
screen being broken. 
Monday, November 11 
T A complaint was filed regarding 
snowballs being thrown at a lounge 
window in Terrace 4. No damage oc-
curred, however graffib was written on 
ffie window of that lounge. 
T Two students were referred for judi-
cial action for engaging in disruptive 
behavior in a residence hall quad area 
and for failing to comply with requests of 
Campus Safety officers. 
't' Officers investigated a minor two car 
property damage motor vehicle acci-
dent at the main entrance to the college. 
Tuesday, November 12 
't' A complaint was filed regarding 
damage that occurred to two windows 
on the north side of Eastman !-Jail at 
about 12:44 a.m. The damage occurred 
as the result of a snowball fight that took 
place outside of the residence halls. 
T Campus Safety officers responded to 
the H-lot circle for an ankle injury. First 
aid was rendered and transport to the 
Health Center for treatment was made. 
'Y Officers responded to Dillingham 
Center for a person who was feeling 
faint. 
Wednesday, November 13 
'Y The Ithaca Fire Department re-
sponded to the New Residence Hall for 
a fire alarm. The cause of the alarm was 
determined to be cigarette smoke acti-
vating a smoke detector. 
-..,. A student was referred for judicial 
action for creating a disturbance in the 
Campus Center and for harassing a 
Campus Center employee. 
't' Campus Safety officers investigated a 
two car property damage motor vehicle 
accident on Rt. 96B atthe entrance of Y-
lot. 
'Y A student filed a complaint regarding 
damage that occured to the student's 
vehicle while parked in the lower J-lot. 
The student reported that, between 1 :15 
p.m. and 1 :30 p.m. an unknown vehicle 
struck the student's white Toyota, caused 
damage, and left the scene. 
Thursday, November 14 
'Y A complaint was filed regarding four 
sign covers stolen from lower J-lot near 
the Tower Club. The theft occurred be-
tween 8 p.m. on Nov. 13 and 2 a.m. on 
Nov. 14. The value of the items stolen 
was approximately $60. 
'f' A student was referred for judicial 
action for the possession of an 
unregistered beer ball in a campus resi-
dence hall room. 
't' A complaint was filed regarding an 
injury that occurred 1n the Campus Center 
on Nov. 13. A student slipped and fell, 
suffering a knee injury. No first aid was 
rendered at the time. 
't' A complaint was filed regarding 
damage that occurred in the basement of 
Rowland Hall. The damage consisted of 
two holes being placed in the wall between 
rooms B-06 and 8-07. 
Safety Tip: 
Students are encouraged to insure 
that, prior to departing campus for the 
Thanksgiving vacation, all room ke)ls are 
accounted for, windows and doors are 
locked, and valuables in their rooms are 
not visible from outside the residence 
halls through windows. 
Students leaving vehicles on campus 
during the break'are requested to park 
their vehicles in S-lot behind the tennis 
courts and leave the keys with the Office 
of Campus Safety. 
SECOND ANNUAi; 
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Revision to Residential Life 
Open Flame Policy: C 
Allowin2 Incense in Residence Halls S'T'll'lJ'E!l\fJ 
(jO'VE1(9{{Af 'E9\['I 
The Student Government Association exists to 
voice concerns of the entire student body, 
The Residents of Ithaca College Residence 
Halls are dissatisfied with the present policy 
regarding the burning of incense in 
Residence Hall rooms, 
According to the Fire and Building Safety 
Coordinator, Division of Life Safety Ithaca 
College, the burning of incense does not 
violate state and/or local fire codes, 
and 
q'j-{'£ 
Be it Resolved The Residence Hall Association stro_ngly. 
' recommends the Department of Residential 
Life to amend their Open Flame Policy and 
allow the burning of stick and cone incense. 
1('ESI1YE/J{C'E 
1i.9IL£ 
C 
To prevent the infringement of other student's 
rights, a courtesy rule should be included with 
the change in policy. Whereby upon request, 
a resident would discontinue the burning of 
incense if it disturbed another resident of the 
same living area. 
PASSED NOVEMBER 12, 1991 
.915S OCIJ!'II OfJ\l 
C 
Revision to Residential Life 
Open Flame Policy: 
Allowin2 Incense in Residence Halls 
Continuing 
'Iogetlier 
to·liear 
Whereas, 
Whereas, 
~ The Residence Hall Association exists to 
rep~esent the residen,ts of the Ithaca College. 
The Residents of Ithaca College Residence 
Halls are dissatisfied with the present policy 
regarding the burning of incense in 
Residence Hall rooms, 
Whereas, According to the Fire and Building Safety 
Coordinator, Division of Life Safety Ithaca _ 
College, the burning of incense does not 
violate state and/or local fire codes, 
• yourrpoue 
on I,ssues 
;/ 
toward cliange 
Be it Resolved 111- R "d . . ' e es1 ence Hall Assoc1at1on strongly 
Note; 
recommends the Department of Residential 
Life to amend !fieir Op~n Flame Policy and 
allow the burmng of stick and cone incense. 
'I_'o prevent the infringement of other student's 
nghts, a courtesy rule should be included with 
~e c~ange in poli~y. ~ereby upon request, 
~ res1de1~.t ~01;1Id d1scontmue the burning of 
mcense if 1t disturbed another resident of the 
same living area. 
PASSED NOVEMBER 13, 1991 
i i i ,( ... l •. I I • '• f. ·, • I I ~ t : •, I I • 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING 
Thursday, 
November21 
Handwerker Gallery presents, 
"Susan Pickens: Recent Works," 
Gannett Center, 9 a.m.-9 p.m.; 9 
a.m.-5 p.m. other weekdays and 10 
a.m.-2 p.m. Saturdays 
AmericanMarketing~iation 
presents, "Mini-Mall," Campus 
Center Emerson Suites, 9 am.-4:30 
p.m. 
Admissions Office Staff meeting, 
Campus Center DeMotte Room, 9 
a.m. 
Academic Cabinet meeting, Cam-
pus Center Conference Room, 9 
a.m.-noon. 
Rape Education Committee meet-
ing, Campus Center South Meeting 
Room, 10 a.m. 
Student Activities Board Sign-Ups 
for Thanksgiving Break, Campus 
Center Lobby, 10 a.m.-2 p.m. 
Centennial Committee meeting, 
Campus Center South Meeting 
Room, 11 a.m. 
Faculty Colloquim Series, Cam-
pus Center DeMotte Room, 11:45 
p.m. 
Against Women meeting, Friends Jarvis, Ford Hall Nabenhauer Professional Development Com-
307, 8:30 p.m. Room, 9 p.m. mittee meeting, Campus Center 
Conference Room, noon. 
Friday, 
November22 
Tuesday 
December 3 
Thanksgiving Break begins at 6 Student Affairs Directors' meet-
p.m. ing, Campus Center South Meet-
May 1992 graduation applica- ing Room~ 9 a.m. 
tions due to registrar H & S Course Instructors's 
Lastdaytowitbdrawwitha "W" meeting, Cammpus Center Con-. 
from block II courses ference Room, 9 a.m. 
Roy H. Park School of Commu-
nications presents, "Second 
Room," an exhibit of photos by 
Humanities and Sciences Chair 
meeting, Campus Center North 
Meeting Room, 11 a.m. 
AnnElizabethP.Nash,ParkSchool Faculty Development Commit-
Lobby tee Brown Bag lunch, Campus 
Admissions Office College Board Center DeMotte Rooin, ll:45 p.m. 
seminar, Campus Center North Career Planning and Placement 
Meeting Room, 8:30 a.m. seminar, "Senior Services," Cam-
College Boards seminar, Campus 
Center Emerson Suite A and 
pus Center South Meeting Room, 
noon. 
Klingenstein Lounge, 11 a.m. Biblical Viewpoint Bible Study 
Assistant Deans' meeting, Cam-
pus Center South Meeting Room, 2 
p.m. 
Career Planning and Placement 
seminar, "How to Find an Intern-
ship," Campus Center North Meet-
ing Room, 3 p.m. 
lt&S Course Instructors' meet-
ing, Campus Center Conference 
Room, 3p.m. 
Campus Security Advisory Com-
mittee meeting, Campus Center 
South Meeting Room. 4: 15 p.m. 
Stilwater is accepting poetry, prose, 
illustrations, graphic art, and black 
and white photography for the 1991/ 
1992 issue until 5 p.m. Pass in typed 
submissions to Park 228 along with 
name, address, and.phone number. 
Call Julie at 256-0033 for informa-
tion. 
C C S Pl group, Friends 207, 12:10 p.m.' 0 • ·t p Ed t , ampus enter ummer an· 1vers1 y eer uca ors meet-
ningmeeting, CampusCenterCon- Student Activities Board Execu- ing, Campus Center DeMottee 
ference Room, 11 am. tive meeting,CampusCenterNorth Room, 5:30 p.m. 
Sunday, 
December 1 
Meeting Room, 12:15 p.m. Hanukkah Candlelight service, 
Centennial Cookbook Subcom- Main Chapel, 6-7 p.m. 
mittee meeting, Campus Center 
DeMotte Room, 3 p.m. 
Career Planning and Placement Protestant Community services, 
seminar, "Resume Writing," Cam- Chapel Sanctuary, 11:30 a.m. 
Campus Center Managers's meet-
ing, Campus Center South Meeting 
Campus Center Executive Staff Room~ 6 p.m. 
meeting, Campus Center Confer- IC Out meeting, Friends 101, 7 
ence Room 3:30 p.m. pus Center South Meeting Room, Hanukkah Candlelight service, 
noon. Main Chapel, 6-7 p.m. 
Interfaith Religious Council medi-
tation session, MullerChapel Sanc-
tuary, noon. 
Dayspring Small Group session, 
Chapel La~b Room, noon. 
A.M.A. Executive Board meeting, 
Campus Center Conference Room, 
noon. 
Bureau of Concerts meeting, Cam-
pus Center North Meeting Room, 
12:lOp.m. 
Orientation Steering Committee 
meeting, .Campus Center South 
Meeting Room, 1:15 p.m. 
Catholic Community mass, 
Chapel, 9 p.m. 
Mu l>hi Epsilon meeting, Terrace 
12A Lounge, 9 p.m. 
Monday, 
December2 
The Roy H. Park School of Com-
munications presents, "Second 
Room," an exhibit of photos by 
AnnElizabethP.Nash,ParkSchool 
Lobby. 
Classes resume at 8 p.m. 
p.m. 
Committee on AIDS Education 
and Polley meeting, Campus Cen- Accounting Club meeting, Cam-
ter Conference Room, 4 p.m. pus Center North Meeting Room, 
Student Justice training, Campus 
Center Conference Room, 6 p.m. 
7:30p.m. 
Student Psychology Association 
meeting, Williams Hall 110, 7:30 
p.m. Hanukkah Candlelight service, 
Main Chapel, 6-7 p.m_. . IC Christian Fellowship meeting, 
Habitat for Humanity meeting, Campus Center DeMotte Room, 
Campus Center DeMotte Room, 7:30 p.m. 
6:30p.m. 
Campus Crusade for Christ meet-
ing, Campus Center North Meet-
ing Room. 7 p.m. 
IC Student Speech Language 
Hearing Club Awards 
ceremoney, Pub, 7 p.m. 
Residential Hall Association meet-
ing, Campus Center South Meeting 
Room,8p.m. 
Health Management Association 
meeting, Campus Center DeMotte 
Room, 8:15 p.m. 
Judicial Affairs Office meeting, Diversity Awareness Committee 
Campus Center i:>eMotte Room, 2 meeting,CampusCenterDeMotte Alcohol and Drug Education 
p.m. Room; 8:30 a.m. seminar, Campus Center South 
American Marketing Association 
presents a speaker from Wallace 
Computer Services, Campus Cen-
ter Clark Lounge, 8: 15 p.m. Staff Council Governance meet- Residential Life Departmental Meeting Room., 7 p.m. 
ing, Campus Center North Meeting meeting, Campus Center DeMotte Faculty Council meeting, Cam-
Room, 2:30 p.m. Room, 1 p.m. · pus Center Klingenstein Lounge, 
7:30p.m. 
Studentchambermusicrecital and 
mozart festival, Ford Hall Audito-
rium, 8:15 p.m. 
Sign Language Club meeting, College Republicans meeting, 
Friends 203, 8:30 p.m. 
Graduate lecture and guitar re-
cital by Matthew Ardizwne, Ford 
Hall Nabenhauer Room, 9 p.m. 
Tompkins County Alliance for 
Peace in the Middle East meets 
Wednesdays at the Presbyterian 
Church. Formoreinfonnation,con-
tact Jean Finley, 272-3081. 
General 
Announcements 
1992 N.D.F.P. in Business and 
Managementfellowshipsavailable 
to 100 students from any major 
interested in earning a doctorate in 
business and management; must 
have taken G.R.E. in Oct or earlier; 
women and minorities encouraged 
to apply; application deadline is 
Dec.15;contacttheSchoolofBusi-
ness or H & S Academic Advising 
for information. 
The Ithaca College Chapter of 
Phi Kappa Phi National Honor 
Society is inviting applications from 
outstanding senior students for fel-
lowships worth up to $7,000 for 
first-year grraduate or professional 
study. Honorable mention awards 
of $500 are also available . .Inter-
ested seniors should attend a meet-
ing at noon, December9,intheHill 
Center Conference Room or con-
tact Marlene Barken at 274-3946. 
The Roy H. Park School or Com-
munication announces that educa-
tor Paulo Freire will speak on Dec. 
9, at 7:30 p.m., in the Emerson · 
Suites. "An Evening with Paulo 
Freire" will consist of a dialogue 
beetween Freire and IC professors 
Linda Finlay and Gossa Tsegaye 
and is free and open to the public. 
Students interested.in interviewing 
with with Hannaford Brothers 
Company on February 11 must at-
tend an information session on Dec. 
10, in the Washington International 
Lounge, Willard Straight Hall, 
Cornell. Call Career Planning for 
details. 
OnDec.12at7p.m. in the Terrace 
11 Lounge, the Counseling Cen-
ter will present a series of skits and 
role plays about alcohol abuse and 
how it affects health and increases 
. the risk of date rape entitled, "Al- . 
cohol Impaired Choices." 
Biblical Viewpoint Bible Group 
meeting, Campus Center Confer-
ence Room, 5:30 p.m. 
Career Planning and Placement 
seminar, "How to Find A Job," 
~ampus Center South Meeting 
·Room, 3 p.m. 
Philips Room, Muller Chapel, 8 .----------,..--------------, 
Community Service Network Ex-
ecutive Board meeting, Campus All-College Graduate- Commit-
Center DeMotte Room, 7 p.m. teemeeting, Campus Center North 
International Club meeting, Cam- Meeting Room, 3 p.m. 
p.m. 
StudentGovernment~iation 
Congr~ meeting, North Meeting 
Room~ 8: 15 p.m. 
pus Center DeMotte Room, 7 p.m. Hanukkah Candlelight service, Senior g1iitar recital by Thomas 
Main Chapel, 6-7 p.m. Rhode,FordHallAuditorium,8:15 
Dayspring.ineeting, Campus_Cen- p.m. 
ter North Meeting Room, 7 p.m. Study Abroad Club meeting, 
Friends 208, 7 p.m. "Intimacy vs. Intensity": Dec. 3, 
Cayugan staff meeting, 7 p.m., in 8:30 p.m. in Terrace 9 Lounge; 
the earbook Office Landon Hall Student Government Executive Y • explores the diff ereces and simi-
basement (west end of building). Board meeting, _Campus Center larities between intimacy and in-
New staff members welcome. Conference Room, 7 p.m. tensity in relationships. 
Intema,io'1al Club meeting, Cam- Parish Council meeting, Chapel Sophomore percussion recital by 
pus Center South Meeting Room, 8 Laub Room, 7:3o p.m. · Bryan Clarke, Ford Hall 
p.m. ICES meeting, Campus Center Nabenhauer Room, 9 p.m. 
Community Service Network North Meeting Room, 8 p.m. 
meeting, Friends 301, 8 p.m. BOC meeting, Campus Center 
Sign Language Club meeting, DeMotte Room, 8 p.m. 
MullerChapelPhillipsRoom,8p.m. Zeitgeist\meeting, Friends 202, 
School of Music presents a gu~t 8:15 p.m. 
recital by U.S.A.F. (The Ainnen of Senior peicussion recital by 
Note), Ford Hall Auditorium, 8: 15 Jonathan Hunkins, Ford Hall Au-
p.m. ditorium, 8: 15 n.m. 
Students Against Violence Graduate violin recital by Susan 
Wednesday, 
December4 
Campus Center and Special 
Events meeting, Campus Center 
Conference Room, 10 a.m. 
Financial Aid Staff meeting, Cam-
pus Center DeMotte Room, 10:30 
a.m. 
THE ITHACAN- WILL NOT BE 
PUBLISHED THURSDAY, 
NOVEMBER 28. 
PUBLICATION WILL 
RESUME THURSDAY, 
DECEMBER& 
0 
Cl.assifieds and personals for the 
December 5 issue are dµe .Monday, 
December 2 at 5 p.m. 
0 
Letters to the editor for the December 
5 issue are due Monday, December 2 
at 7 p.m. 
Questions ? Contact Paul Heaton at 
274-1036. . 
I 
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OPINION 
Local events show 
the relativism of 
basic rights 
Lately Tompkins County has been a hotbed for controversies 
involving' basic American rights. Ithaca Mayor Ben Nichols lashed out 
at two local papers who endorsed his opponent in the recent may~ . 
election; proponents and opponents of a county law that would J>l?h1b1t 
discrimination against homosexuals argued forcefully at a T~mpkins 
County Board committee meeting; and an advertisement stating that 
the Holocaust never occurred appeared in the Cornell Daily Sun, 
sparking a 400-person demonstration at Cornell. , 
All three incidents reveal a relativism that Americans are fond of 
relying on when questions of rights and limitations of rights ~: 
Whether these rights apply in certain instances is constantly hmgmg on 
some variable. 
Mayor Nichols, for instance, charged The Ithaca Journal wi~ one-
sideness and The Ithaca Times with scurrilous writing, immediately 
after his narrow victory. But had the Journal or the Times endorsed 
Nichols with one-sided attacks or "scurrilousness" against Marie 
Finkelstein, Nichols' opponent, it is doubtful that the mayor would 
have even mentioned the issue. Rather, he probably would have 
warmly received such endorsements. The editorials supporting . , 
Finkelstein, however, were fair arguments that could have hurt Nichols 
chances at being re-elected. Therefore, the right to free speech, 
depends, in this case, on how it might affect the outcome of the 
election. _ . 
Similarly, the recent advertisement promoting a "revisionist" view 
of the Holocaust has stirred passion in protesters, who have b~ed the 
Cornell Daily Sun for poor judgement in running the ad. But while The 
Ithacan, too, was offended by the ad's misguided i~terpreta.tion of a 
terrible world tragedy, that interpretation did not drrectly disparage 
Jewish people. 
To not have run the ad -- as other campus papers decided -- would 
have been another step towards greater relativity of free speech. When 
those lines continue to be drawn more narrowly, the value of that 
sacred right decreases. The right to say _or write something must not 
hinge on its popularity or inoffensiveness. · - · _ · · 
Nor should the unpopularity of a person's behavior or lifestyle 
detennine whether that person has the same basic rights against 
discrimination as people who follow a more "acceptable" lifestyle. 
Opponents of local law C, a county bill that, if passed on Dec. 2, would 
prohibit discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation, have centered 
their opposition on clain1s that legislation should not be based on 
particular behaviors. . 
Homosexuals have revealed that discrimination does occur because 
of their "particular behavior," and that laws already in existence have 
failed to combat the discrimination. Not having legislation to prevent 
such prejudice would imply that American society can legislate -- in de 
facto fashion -- against certain behaviors. Then it becomes a matter of 
which behaviors and lifestyles. Those whose behavior is unpopular or 
in some way offensive to the majority lifestyle, simply will not get the 
basic rights against discrimination that the majority enjoys. 
And that is yet another blatant attempt to grant basic rights to all 
Americans, depending, of course, on a floating barometer. 
JayTokasz 
Editorial Page Editor 
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WEARE 
NOT IN A 
RECESSION, 
GEORGE (HERBERT HOOVER) SUSH 
LETTERS 
RHA pre~ident upset with article 
To the editor: mentandRHAcan mandate policy dent Government. 
I am writing in response to the which is obviously incorrect But whe.n I made thi.s stateme~t 
article entitled "Revising the open The second error was contained I was speakmg on how important ,t 
flame policy," which appeared in in the statement," ... residence hall was for both RHA and Student 
the Nov. 14, 1991 issue of the rooms are generally small and tend Government to approve the pro-
Ithacan. I believe the article did the to collect odors easily and incense posal in order that it be as strong as 
Ithaca Community more harm than omits the smell of cigarette possible. 
good, since it misinformed thestu- smoke ... "Ineverclaimedresidence I prefaced the quote with the 
dents and attempted to divide the hallshadanegative odor. I did state information that the Student Gov-
ResidenceHallAssociation{RHA) that some residents who smoke, emment had passed a similar pro-
and Student Government. The ar- bum incense so their rooms do not posal the night before. In this 
ticle contained several flagrant er- smell like stale cigarettes. context, the statement does not at-
rors, and in my opinion was a poor The final and most serious prob- tempt to make RHA seem more 
piece of journalism. lem contained in the article is the important than Student Govern-
The first error was located in the quote contained in both the last ment 
headline. Both RHA and Student paragraph and the outquote. I did It is my belief that Student Gov-
Government passed resolutions make the statement, but not in the emment and RHA support each 
recommending the Department of context in which it was presented. other. Students and residents will 
Residential Life amend the Open Many people, including the Stu- only benefit if both our organiza-
Flame Policy. Neither organiz.a- dent Government Executive Board lions continue to work together. 
tion can actually mandate policy. and a past RHA president, ap-
We can only recommend changes proached me after reading the ar-
in policy. The headline made it ticle,concernedthatifeltRHA was 
Randy B. Zagorin 
President, RHA 
Economics '94 appear as though Student Govern- somehow more important than Stu- . 
Students should show m~re school spirit 
To the editor: 
Go Ithaca. Rah! Rah! Rah! Well, 
the big game is behind us now, and 
most of you were probably a bit 
surprised by the sudden rush of 
school spirit that invaded our cam-
pus. It was enough to make your 
head spin -- the parties, the game, 
and the week of hype before hand. 
Even parents back home were call-
ing to discuss the upcoming game. 
Seldom do you see this campus 
so pumped up for an event, and that 
is what we would like to discuss. 
Imagine if our student body was 
as excited all year round as they 
were for the "Big Game." Lack of 
spirit at IC is a growing concern 
among many students. However, 
these students, alone, do not have 
the strength to boost the sagging 
spirit of the entire campus. 
This year especially, IC's Cen-
tennial Anniversary year, should 
provokeconstantspiritandinvolve-
mentaroundourcampus. Although 
numerous enthusiastic attempts are 
being made to get people involved, 
the strange taboo that surrounds 
our school continues to keep spirit 
levels down. Why is it considered 
"uncool" to support your college? 
Attending school events doesn't 
mean you can't still go downtown. 
Th~Cortland/lthacagameisone 
of the most exciting times of the 
such as homecoming, draw mini-
mal student interest 
Deep down we all · love this 
school and would like to see more 
_ support from the student body. This 
is the year we can make a differ-
ence. It's Ithaca College's 100th 
anniversary, an event that only we 
will be around for. Why not get a 
little psyched up for it, show some 
pride in our school, and attend a few 
events. You '11 probably have a lot 
more fun than you think,and there's 
nokeg line. 
yearonthiscampus.Spiritandpride Raebel Weiner 
were at all time highs; even the Corp. Comm. '93 
freezingtemperaturescouldn'tkeep Hal McCabe 
students away. But other events, TV/R '93 
Sexual abuse against woman must be stopped 
To the editor: Evidently, this new sensitivity nity can quite effortlessly make a 
According to the Nov. 4 edition has not reached all.segments of our very powerful anp important state-
ofThe IthacaJournal, the owner of college environment • ment: we will no longer tolerate the 
The American Pie, Sean Daly, was I am intensely saddened and sexual abuse of women. 
charged with third degree sexual angered that the women of this I urge anyone who seeks to stop 
abuse for "putting his hands on a community must be subjected to the sexual abuse of women to now 
woman's breasts" on the night of thebehaviorof"men"whensimply sing along with musician Don 
Saturday, Nov. 2. going out for a fun evening with MK:Lean:"ByeByeAmericanPie." 
As a fifth year senior at Ithaca their friends. The moral responsi- If I feel compelled to hifthe bar 
College, I have seen this college bility to correct this situation lies scene,Plums,Micawbers,thevari-
comm~nitymakemar~~stridesin with everyone of us. ousCollegetownnightspots,aswell 
~ommg more sens1bve to ~e . :1fowever,theoverwhelmingma- asthenewlyopenedMoonshadow 
nghts of women. The Ithacan s Jonty of students across the nation Tavern on the Commons, all offer a 
comprehensivecoverageoftherape as well as on this campus, prof~ better alternative. I hope othei IC 
of an IC woman.last ~mester, as theyarepowerlessandhaverepeat- studentschoosetodothesame. The 
well as the extens1~e efforts.of S~- edly stated that they see no avenues women in our community deserve 
dent Government m educating this to affect change. But as any politi- nothing less. 
community on the importance of· cal guru will tell you, all politics is 
rape awareness, reflect this new local. By making the seemingly 
sensitivity towards insuring the simple decision of not frequenting 
_rights of IC women. The American Pie, we as a commu- Les Bernal English '91 
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Re~nited Crosby and Nash play Cornell 
By Becky Sweatman . .· , . ·- - . CrosbyandNashpla d I ,, . . . 
;8othyoungand_o~_crowdedintoCom~ll's-' ohheirnewson s r.~a:e . . REVIEW I san_d Roads. Crosbr. de- performanc~.Crosby~dNashsaidthatthey 
.BadeyHalllastSundayeveningtoseeDavicl·-· AiAJl."··Th g_, .1 -k~-- ' · ___ · _ scnbed
the~ngas, O~e havene~er,malltheumeth~tthey'vebeen 
Crosby and Graham Nash perfonn Crosb . . . e son~ ac . . . . of those what-the-hell-is- - perform1pg together, ·played that song the 
and Nash I ked 1 d the" . . 'Y. ~e depth and emouon of the.rr earlier music. . going-on-in-my-mind-songs." After hearing same twice -oo age ess an ir music was Dllring the second half f th h · th d · timeless. The relaxed atrnos ·here, seemed' . 0 es ow e uo, the song, it's clear just how confused and When Crosby and N~h said good night, 
reminiscent of something 0i ·mi ht have spht to perform two solos ~h. Througho~t desperate Crosby was during his years of the_ crowd started chanung and beating on 
experienced at w oodstock 20 ear: a· 0 thttshow • Crosby and Nash JOk~ ~bout th_eir drug use. , their ch~rs. For the firs~ encore they played, As soon as c b d N Yh alkg · _past drug use, but ~ash later said 10 an aside Crosby jokingly added that the theory "Our House,"· and for the second, "Teach 
ros Yan ~- w_ ed. on that there was a ume ·when he was very y Chil.1- "F both 
stagethecrowdroaredwithexcitemenL With ed bo C , . that drugs enhance creativity was a myth our wen. or songs they asked 
a quick nod toward the audience. the duo ~~:cem a ut rosby s~veredrugaddic- becausehedidnotwriteasinglesongduring ~o~ th~ help of the audience, wh~ gladly 
began to play. Crosby and Nash played many N h rfi ed . the last three years of his drug addiction. In Jomed m. The last encore of the evemng was, 
f th · Id hi · h th as pe onn a song that he had wntten fact, Crosby said that he was forced to write "My Country 'Tis Of Thee " showing the 
o err o ts, wntten w en ey were part for Crosby many years ago when c b · · ' 
of the group Crosby Stills and Nash (fhe . ros Y was the last song he completed before his three- performers' patnousm to their country, de-
group al fr ' ti ' . . ed b . 10st 10 a worJd of heavy drug use. The song year dry spell by his good friend Jackson spite their pleas for change and revolution 
Y )wasTh sol eqeduethn Y JOmd . Y Ned was called "Glass and Steel." Nash said that Brown. He said that Brown stood behind The perfonnance was indeed incredibl~ oung . ey P eas e crow with songs even though he had tried um· to h · like "De· v " "Lo T' G ,, . many es reac him the whole time saying," No Crosby, you Crosby and Nash were funny, enjoyable, 
"J 't A g1a ~· ti i°~ .~e one and Crosby nothmg work~--not even music. can't have the free-base pipe. You have to down-to-earth people that the crowd could 
u~ b ongdJ o~e 0• Crosby later helped himself and has been fmish the song." identify with Crosby and Nash commented 
rolls yanl edas anCnSoNYunced thCat theyhad clean and sober for five years now. Nash Th h' hi" h fth · onhowgratefultheywerethattheaudience 
recen y re eas a D box set called .t "a . 1 ,, e 1g 1g to e evenmg came when 
. . th . 1 . 
1 
• mrrac e. Crosby and Nash rejoined, singing one of remained so quiet during their performance 
contammg ~?st e~ 0 d tc':f ~~gs as we~! During Crosby's solo he performed a song their biggest hits, "Guinnevere." The crowd The silence was amazing but it made th~ 
•• .,me.ew never Di ii e·ii sr Of ii STh:- wasalmostmotiorues, during iliispanof ilie concert tlmt much more e~joyable. 
'Recent Work' experiment~ with 
mixed media and other art forms 
By Beverly Goodman 
The literary and visual arts merge 
to depict the lives of three genera-
tions of women in a text-and-image 
installation project on display in the 
Handwerker Gallery. 
Conditions Which Guarantee 
Existence, a collaborative effort 
between Susan Pickens, .assistant 
professor of .art,· and Lisa Harris, 
writing department instructor, is a 
part of a larger exhibit, Susan 
Pickens: Recent Work.' 
Recent Work is an exhibit of 
large-scale silkscreen, collagraph 
and mixed media work. The ab-
stractprints, doneoverthepasttwo 
years, combine the traditional 
printmaking techniques in a 
nontraditional manner. Each print 
is treated like a painting, with built-
up layers of printed surfaces. The 
imagery is derived from architec-
tural forms, withwindowsanddoor-
ways the prevalent themes. Want-
ing to portray "spatial ambiguity," 
~ckens was heavily influenced by 
architecture. The windows and 
doorways represent the "looking 
inside and outside, both physically 
and metaphysically," Pickens said. 
Conditions Which Guarantee 
Existence stems from another 
project Pickens started two or three 
years ago. Pickens' husband was 
Harris' employer,andhesuggested 
that the two collaborate. Harris gave 
Pickens several poems, and Pickens 
chose Vision I to use with her pho-
tography. Both were pleased with 
the result. 
"It's a pretty good poem, but 
when it resonated with ihe photog-
raphy, it changed it, made it come 
more to the forefront," Harris said. 
"I thought it was pretty interest-
ing to work with words," Pickens 
said, "I liked the way the images 
and words combined." 
As Pickens and Harris started 
working together, they began to 
realize how similar their back-
grounds are. They are both from the 
area around the Appalachian Moun-
tains. Conditions looks at confine-
ment and containment, and the two 
saw a parallel between the ge~-
phy their past shared and their work 
in progress. 
"We were both amazed by the 
geography of place," Harris said, 
explaining how the mountains them-
selves could seem like containers to 
the towns that lie in their midst. 
Conditions observes the lives of 
three generations of women from 
southern Ohio and central Pennsyl-
vania To accurately portray these 
women, Pickens and Harris went to 
the source. 
"The only way we could do this 
was to go back to our past," Harris 
said, ''We went back to each place, 
and tried to explain it to each other." 
. Conditions consists of three 
separate pieces, canvassing ·six 
women. The first two pieces are 
free~standing, the third is hung on a 
wall. 
"I wanted to work-with some-
thing large and had a physical pres-
ence to it, something you could 
walk into," Pickens said. 
The first piece depicts two 
hardworking.agrarian women. The 
second piece focuses on two women 
who have lead "horribly tragic 
lives," according to Harris. The third 
is "the least literal or narrative," 
Harris said. She called the "frac-
tured syntax poetry" an "experi-
ment with language," and compared 
it to jazz. Whiletheothertwopieces 
included poems that were more tra-
ditional, this third piece was as ab-
stract as the art behind it." 
"The intention [is] to show that 
the confinement is broken, there 
See "Conditions," page 10 
Ithacan/Chris Burke 
The first place, depicting the lives of two hardworking, agrarian 
women features the poems "Just Below Fisher's Grove" and "On 
Top of Snow Shoe Mountain." 
Turkey talk: debunking the time of thanks 
By Pat Holland 
Thanksgiving break ... a time to 
be with family, a time to see old 
high school friends, a time to forget 
some of those high school friends' 
names and feel like a total loser, a 
time to getcaught up on homework, 
a time to realize that you've never 
done homework on a break before 
and you certainly won't do it now, 
a time to eat turkey, a time to learn 
where Turkey is on the globe, a 
time to visit your public library and 
not have that fear an alarm will go 
off when you leave, a time l<? write 
incredibly len_gthy run-on sen-
tences ... 
Thanksgiving is all these things 
and so _much more (or·less).1'loth-
ing -can · beat that feeling you get 
upon finishing that last Friday class, 
jumping in your car, (truck, van, 
moped, Winnebago,hugecopstroc-
tion crane, whateyer) and driving 
home for a week ofrelaxation! No? 
More often than not, that relax-
ing week of vacation can become 
anything but restful. What happens 
to those eight or nine days in be-
tween? Here, now, is one example 
of a week's activities during 
Thanksgiving Break. 
DAY 1: FRIDAY-Arriveatdes-
tination (home, hotel, friend's resi-
dence, campsite, convent, what-
ever ... ). Unpack. Sleep. 
DAY 2: SATURDAY-Awake 
at 8:30 a.m., mistakingly thinking 
you are late for your MWF Sociol-
ogy course. Bump into your mother 
coming out of.the. bathroom as you 
are going in, and suddenly you real-
ize it's Saturday. Climbing back 
into bed, you pause a moment to 
wopder why your mother is in your 
dorm bathroom. Go back to sleep. 
I HUMOR I 
Awake at 3 p.m. Realize you are no 
longer at IC. Celebrate by reading 
Moby Dick for fun Gust to spite 
your American Literature profes-
sor), Go to bed, because none of 
your friends are home yet. 
DAY 3: SUNDAY-You awake 
a little earlier - 2:30 p.m. Today is 
"Rediscovery Day." Assuming you 
are home, you walk slowly about 
your room, noticing that your par-
ents have now made it into a family 
storage area--your mother's plants 
are everywhere, your father's sum-
mer shirts hang in your closet and 
your little sister's old New Kids On 
~e Block posters are p_lastered ev-
erywhere on your walls. 
DAY 4: MONDAY-Christmas· 
shopping. Enough said. 
. •, . _., 
... .. ~ -· <. - ... 
DAY 5: TUESDAY-Yo11rold Estrada doesn't seem as cool now 
friends arrive home. You all get as he did when I was 12. And why 
together, you reminisce, you eat, does that short, scrawny mechanic 
drink and be merry. Everyone has wear a white doctor's jacket?" 
gained weight Everyone has joined During the afternoon, you some-
a fraternity or sorority. Everyone how get yourself to open a text-
has no clue how to do their Calcu- book. Having done that, you go into 
lus homework assigned over break. the kitchen to scrounge for a choco-
It' s good to see them again. -late chip cookie or anything else 
DAY 6: WEDNESDAY- sweetAllyoufindisBaker'schoco-
Awaking to the purring of your late. which brings back bittersweet 
cat, "Fluffemutter," you enjoy a 9 memories of the first (and only) 
a.m. breakfastoftoast,orangejuice time you mistakenly to0k a bar of 
andFruityPebbles.Tumingonthe Baker's chocolate for a bar of 
TV, you discover that Sesame Hershey's. 
Street was indeed written for adults As you return to your book with 
to enjoy, Oprah is proof that Slim- the intention of actually reading it, 
Fast doesn't work and HBO just your best friend fri~_nd from high 
isn't as much fun to watch in the schoolcallsandasksifyou'dliketo 
morning as it is late at night come over and hang out. You ac-
Just as you are about to pull cept You return home at 10 p.m. 
yourselfaway from the set, CHIPS and go to bed early (after all, tomor-
comes on. "Wow," you say, "Erik - See "Turkey,0 page 12 
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Movie Listings for Nov. 21-28 The wonderful -terror of 
Scorsese's 'Cape Fear' STATE THEATER phone 273-2781 
Frankie and Johnnie - Daily at 
9:30; Sat. & Sui1. at 9:30 
Highlander 2: The Quickening --
Daily at 7:30, 9:30; Sat. & Sun. at 2, 
7,9:30 
CINEMAPOLIS 
phone 272-1256 
My 0wn Private Idaho - Daily at 
7:15, 9:30; Sat. & Sun. matinees at 
2:15, 4:30 
HOYT'S AT PYRAMID 
MALL 
phone 257-2700 
Cape Fear - Daily at 4:20, 6:50, 
9:45, 12:15 (Fri. only); Sat. & Sun at 
1, 4:20, 6:50, 9:45, 12:15 (Sat. only) 
An American Tale -- Daily at 4:15, 
6:15, 8:15, 9:45; Sat. & Sun. at 12, 
2:15, 4:15, 6:15, 8:15, 9:45 
Little Man Tate - Daily at 4:40, 
7:20, 9:30; Sat. & Sun. at 1 :15, 
4:40, 7:20, 9:30, 11 :45 (Sal only) 
BIiiy Bathgate-· Daily at 9:50; Sat. 
& Sun. at 9:50, 11 :50 (Sat. only) 
The Fisher King -- Daily at 3:45, 
6:30, 9:20; Sal & Sun. at 1, 3:45, 
6:30, 9:20, 12 (Sal only) 
Curly Sue -- Daily at 5, 7:30; Sat. & 
Sun. at 12:15, 2:30, 5, 7:30 
The Addams Family - Daily at 
5:15, 7:15, 9:40, 11 :50 (Fri. only); 
Sat. & Sun. at 12:45, 3, 5:15, 7:15, 
9:40 11 :50 (Sat. only) 
Beauty And The Beast -- Daily at 
4, 6, 8, 9:45; Sat. & Sun. at 11 :30, 
1 :45, 4, 6, 8, 9:45 
FALL CREEK 
phone 272-1256 
City Of Hope -- Daily at 7:10, 9:30; 
Sat. & Sun. matinees at 2:10, 4:30 
CORNELL CINEMA 
phone 255-3522 
Mystic Pizza - Fri. at Uris, 7:15; 
Mon. at WSH, 7:10 
The Naked Gun - Fri. at Uris, 
midnight; Sat. at Uris, 7:30; Tues. at 
WSH,8 
Hot Shots! - Sun. at WSH, 8; 
Mon. & Thurs. at WSH, 10 
Soapdlsh - Fri. at Uris, 9:40; Sun. 
atWSH,8 
Dying Young -- Sal at Uris, 9:35; 
Sun. at WSH, 4:30; Tues. at WSH, 
10 
Delusion -- Fri. & Sal at WSH, 9:40 
LA. Story -- Tues. & Wed. at WSH, 
10 
Lonesome Cowboys -· Sun. at 
Uris, 7:30 
On The Waterfront -- Mon. at. 
WSH, 7:30 
Slngln' In The Rain - Tues. at 
WSH, 7:40 
Sweet Smell of success - Mon. 
atWSH, 9:30 
Movies are shown al Willard Straight 
Hall or Uris theater. Please call above 
number for more infromation 
IC Students with ID get in for $4 
SABWEEKEND 
MOVIES 
phone 274-3383 
No movies will be shown until 
Dec.6 
By Dave Metzler 
There is no filmmaker in Mov1·e 
America today who can match the 
heightening the suspense and terror 
being created by Scorsese. 
-1..ange and Lewis also conlrib-
utememorableperformancesas the 
mother and daughter who are the 
object of Cady's reign of terror. 
Particularly striking is the debut 
perfonnance of Lewis. 
unbridled enthusiasm and 1ove ror Revi· ew 
the cinema of Martin Scorsese. 
Scorsese's passion for, and be-
lief in, the power of film comes 
across in every frame of.his latest 
masterpiece, Cape Fear. 
This remake of a 1962 film star-
ring Robert Mitchum and Gregory 
Peck is Scorsese's first attempt at a 
thriller. With this film Scorsese 
quickly puts to rest any criticism 
that he is incapable of making films 
that do not deal with life on the 
streets of New York. 
In the 1991 version, Robert 
DeNiroplaystheroleofMaxCady, 
an ex-convict who is stalking the 
lawyer(NickNolte) and his family, 
who defended him but withheld 
evidence that may have saved Cady 
a lengthy jail sentence. 
This is an important role for 
DeNiro, who after making a couple 
light comedies, (Midnight Run, 
_ We'reNoAngels)and taking a few 
supporting roles, (Goodfellas, 
Backdraft) has been accused of 
going soft Cape Fear reaffirms 
that DeNiro is one of the premiere 
actors of his generation. 
Known for excessive prepara-
tion for his roles, (he put on forty 
pounds to play Jake LaMatta in 
RagingBuJl)DeNirolooksleanand 
muscular for his role of Cady, hav-
ing used a professional trainer to 
prepare. His physical appearance 
adds to his incredible and unforget-
table performance as a psychopath 
on a mission of personal vengeance. 
Cady is_ an unstable, deranged 
cape Fear 
Her_ portrayal of an adolescent 
killer. He believes that Sam girlconfusedaboutwhosheis,her 
Bowden, (Nolte) has been living sexuality and how she fits into her 
the high life while he has been rot- dysfunctionalfamilyisremarkable. 
ting in jail and, therefore, it is his In an amazing scene where Danny 
duty to teach Bowden a lesson. _ is confronted by Cady, Lewis por-
Whileinjail,CadystudiedtheBible trays Danny's confusion between 
and had his body covered with tat- fear and excitement wiUI a chilling 
toos of Biblical quotations affinn- realism. In this scene Cady earns 
ingthejusticebehindhisvengeance. Danny's trust by pretending to on-
Cady does not believe Bowden derstand her unhappiness at home 
is capable of achieving salvation in and confusion with herself. 
heavenandhemustteach him about Danny was swept up by Cady's 
loss, equivalent to the years Cady ability to relate to her on her level 
lost in jail. That Joss is B'owden's and allows Cady to kiss her, then 
wife, Leigh (Jessica Lange) and flees in fear. This delicate scene 
daughter, Danny (Julliete Lewis). comments on the confusion and 
DeNiro's performance as the de- vulnerability encompassed in ado-
ranged psycho is haunting and un- lescence. It is Lewis' performance 
questionably Oscar-caliber. thatmakesthis fearandexcitement 
Equally impressive is Nolte's believableandultimatelyaffecting. 
performance as Bowden. Bowden AllofScorsese'strademarksare 
isasunstableasCady,butindiffer- present and in full effect in'Cape 
ent and less violent _ways. Unlike Fear. His moving camera, jump 
most films of this genre, Bowden is cuts and obtrusive·· and awkward 
not the perfect father and husband camera angles seem custom-made 
with the perf ectfamily whose world for the thriller/suspense film. From 
issuddenlyshatteredbyanintruder. the very beginning of the film the 
The Ithacan rales movies on a scale 
from 1 to 10, with 1 O being the best 
Bowden is an unsuccessful fa- viewer feels uneasy. This uneasi-
ther and unfaithful husband whose ness is due in pan to the subject 
problems are only further com- matter being dealt with in the film, 
pounded by Cady, who eventually bu·t also contributing to the feel of 
takes Bowden over the edge. Nolte the film are the camera and editing 
brings the instability of his charac- techniques used by Scorsese. 
ter into every scene of the film, One shot used frequently 
lea~ng the a1.,1_dience uneasy and See "Fear," page 12 
Cross-Currents highlights activist/fihnfilaket Greyson 
By Bill Parks 
Gay sexuality and the Ontario 
police's attempts to curb it was the 
subject o( Cross-Currents on 
Wednesday Nov. 13th. Canadian 
activist filmmaker John Greyson 
and his composer Glenn 
Schellenberg arrived with 
Greyson's film Urinal. 
Urinal is a docudrama about the 
issue of gay sex in Toronto wash- -
rooms and the mass arrests that 
have occw-red because of it. Ac-
cording to the film, gay men are 
frequently arrested for having sex 
in the bathroom stalls, discovered 
by surveillance cameras or under-
coverpolicemen who pose as inter-
ested participants. Greysoncritiques 
these arrests as pan of a system of 
misplaced morality that ultimately 
does more damage than good. 
The gay men are arrested by 
undercover policemen and are 
brought to court where, in the inter-
est of keeping things low profile, 
they plead guilty and get off with a 
small fine. The problem is that they 
are pleading guilty to a crime when 
the criminality is questionable to 
begin with, according to Greyson. 
For many gay people, the wash-
room represents the only outlet for 
sexual expression. This is because 
many of those who are caugltt can-
not frequent places such as gay bars 
because they are married or part of 
the homophobic professional world 
The washroom becomes a private 
sanctuary of sorts, and it represents 
a larger societal problem of intoler-
ance towards homosexuality. 
These men are forced, however, 
to plead guilty to avoid a drawn out 
court process that will draw atten-
tion. For those who are found out, 
the consequences can be devastat-
ing far beyond the- imposed fine. 
This can include loss of job, family 
and friends, not to mention forced 
coming out, which can be unsafe. 
Greyson framed the film around 
six gay literary figures of the past 
These six men and women are 
brought together in the '80s to re-
search and confront the issue. They 
were chosen specifically because 
they were not, as Greyson said, 
good role models for the gay com-
munity. Each of them, though ei-
ther gay or bisexual, never con-
fronted gay issues in public nor 
attachedmuchweighttothem. This 
is particularly clear in the character 
of poet Langston Hughes who, de-
voted to issues ofblackpolitics, has 
yet to see the gay struggle as an-
other part of the struggle for civil 
rights. These literary figures sym-
bolize the gay community _at large 
that has still to come completely 
out of the closet itself on this issue. 
The six go into Toronto and in-
vestigate various specifics of the 
issue. As each one returns and tells 
his or her particular story, the film 
takes a turn into a more straight 
form of documentary including in-
terviews with gay community lead-
ers and a gay member of the Cana-
dian Parliament. · 
Juxtaposed over shots of every-
thing from washrooms to children 
playing baseball, the narration re-
lates histories of victims, and cri-
tiques a society that continually re-
affirms heterosexuality with no 
room for anything else. 
Also, there is a dispute between 
the right to privacy and the need to 
speak openly about the subject. On 
the one hand, the issue about pri-
vacy is what the film is all about; 
openly defending oneself before the 
law is exposing oneself to a myriad 
of social repercussions. At the same 
time, remaining completely silent 
solves nothing. Greyson makes no 
attempt to resolve this issue, but 
·rather he portrays these two sides as 
simultaneously valid and flawed. 
The idea is to promote discussion 
and break the silence. 
Greyson has over 20 films to his 
credit, and numerous awards at fes-
tivals ranging from the Berlin Inter-
national Film Festival to the Les-
bian and Gay Film and Video Fes-
tival in San Francisco. -
Cross-Currents will continue on 
Dec. 4 with Leslie Schwanz, art 
historian and curator at the Johnson 
-Museum of Art, who will give a 
lecture entitled "Dogs In Art: Bark-
ing Up a Different Tree." 
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SON TfiN CENTER 
® Get an Ear~y Start on Your~. Hoh day Tan r-I' r~ -
-Come Tan With Us ! ..._ 
* Single Facial Bed * Triple Facial Bed 
6 Se~sion $36 6 Sessions $42 
WOLFF TANNING BEDS 
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MEADOW ST. 
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ITHACA'S ULTIMATE GOURMET "TAKE-OUT" 
• Bagels & Smoked Fish 
• Full Line of Domestic & -
Imported Cheeses 
• Individual Gourmet Pizzas 
8 •OutrageQtis Sandwiches 
• Breads & Pastries 
•Gourmet Entrees &-Salads 
. •Cappucino & ·Espresso 
~Party Platters .. & 
. Full s~mce Oat.ering. -- · II 
November.2lz 1991 
Conditions --
- Continued from page 9 
are ways in and out," Harris said. 
The other two pieces examined 
the lives of women of other genera-
tions, the third did not, and this 
proved to be somewhat difficult 
when it came to writing. 
· "It's very hard to make a narra-
tive of a life that is not over," Harris 
said. 
Pickens and Harris have plans 
for another, similar installation for 
next year. Unlike Conditions, Por-
trait of a Woman, would be entirely 
fiction, examining Adele's state of 
mind. Adele is a character Harris 
created for a piece she is cUITently 
working on. 
The two have also encouraged 
their classes to collaborate in simi-
lar works as well. Harris' fiction 
writing class wrote pieces of "sud-
den fiction," detailing a slice of 
time. Pickens gave the writings to 
her class along with the writing' 
students' names. 
Susan Pickens: Recent Work 
will be shown until Dec. 20 in the 
Handwereker Gallery. The gallery 
is open weekdays from 9 a.m. to 5 
p.m., until 9 p.m. on Thursdays, 
and from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Satur-
days. 
No Other Bus Une Offers Lower Fares For Students! 
New Student Discounts To 
New York City & Long Island! 
Ithaca Travel Center• 710 State St.• 277-8800 
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Seattle music scene matures 
By Mike SimonotT 
1 1 
It doesn't get any better with 
Thoseofuswhoappreciatevery REVIEW Cornell than on "Slaves and Bull-
hard, very sincere, and -very loud _ . dozers," the third track on 
music knew fora while already that Badmotorfinger. This song could 
thefutureofrockandroll wasnotin have fit in very well on Black 
Los Angeles, or in New York. Sabbath's "We Sold Our Souls For 
The future of rock was being Rock 'N' Roll," and that was a 
created in a little mentioned north- greatest hits LP. "Slaves and Bull-
em pacific city: Seattle, Washing- dozers" is that solid; an epic song 
ton. The recent success of Nirvana that makes your head bang whether 
- whose album Nevermind has you want it to or not. You WILL 
brokenBillboard'stopteninalbum want to, though. It'soneofthe best 
sales - is proof of the growing songs they've ever recorded. 
popularity of the "Seattle sound." Its hard to pick other notable 
Maybe it's because Seattle is so · tracks on this album, since each of 
far removed from the pretention_pf them is so strong in their own right, 
America's other big cities and the and they keep getting better with 
trappings that lie therein for other at the red line. every listen. 
rock acts, but Seattle rock is both a Badmoto,fingeris the album that "Jesus Christ Pose" is classic 
throwback to the raw energy of will obliterate any remaining ob- Soundgarden.Reminiscentof"Full 
early Zeppelin or Black Sabbath stacle that has kept Soundgarden on Kevin's Mom" from their last 
and a step forward with the speec; from becoming premier hard rock album "Louder than Love," the 
andmusicalvirtuosityofMetallica. acts like Metallica, Jane's Addie- song's dark feel is matched by the 
The premiere band of all the up- • tion,andTheRedHotChiliPeppers. skill of the musicians, and 
and-coming Seattle bands has al- They are that good. and_ if Soundgarden is a group of true 
ways been Soundgarden, and the Badmotorfinger is any indication musicians. Theycouldbecompared 
release of their latest album oftheircontinualprogressasaband, to Metallica's preeminent skill in 
Badmotorfingernotonly solidifies theywillkeepgettingbetter. That's pulling off complex tempo and 
their position -as reigning kings of the scary thing about Soundgarden; chord changes within songs that 
Seattle rock, but should also propel they haven't even hit their peak yet more commercially popular bands 
them into large-scale recognition Badmoto,finger blasts off with would run screaming from if asked 
and popularity. "Rusty Cage," a speed song that to perform them. 
Never have vocalist Chris features the groups ability to play "Room a Thousand Years 
Cornell's vocals been more urgent tightlywithoutgoingovertheedge. Wide" exposes the blackest piece 
Never have Kim Thayil 's guitar, It has touches of Guns N' Roses in of Soundgarden 's heart and is as 
MattCameron'sdrummingandBen it, but the song is distinctly closetoaballadasyou'Jlhearfrom 
Shepherd's bass playing been cap- Soundgarden. The song features a these guys. Weevengetsomesaxo-
tured so well and with such a degree surprising tempo change that fits so phone on this one, further evidence 
oflistenable intensity. Some credit well with the message conveyed in that the band ref uses to be catego-
must be given to producer Terry Chris Cornell's lyrics. rized as anything other than l! raw, 
Date and Soundgarden for mixing "Outshined," the second track, sincere musical unit 
an album with as close to a "live" is a throbbing Sabbathfl,eppelin Badmotorfingerisawake-upcall 
feel as has been heard in some time. style song. Cornell really outdoes to those who haven't been exposed 
Care was obviously taken to make himself here, injecting 110 percent to the Seattle sound thus far. If you 
sure that every instrument was intohissinging. This album should wererecentlytumedontoNirvana's 
©~ HDRTii..JN'E ® clearly heard, unlike the muddy open many ears to his rare singing "Smells Like Teen Spirit," you will I~ moments that can occur when fre- talent. A scream never sounded so undoubtedly be blown away by 
===========:::=:::~:::::::~::::====!...-.:n.:et1:.;·c_b_an_ds..;_Iik_e,,sou .. n_d_gar_d_e_n_p_1a_y_g_o_oc1_. __________ s_o_u_nd_,g_ar_d_e_n·_s_1a_te_st ___ ___, IA:~•-~- a,:n.~ ~ ., .... ~. -Weicom~ 
-t«> -th~ 
Ithooa Music Hall 
Leo Kottke 
ol(e (II tk td(l~frl~ 
reat ~i.ftf.1 
Ra/"~ a!"ea o,o;~u/ 
11ft ap tdefe(l/l(e,I 
Taj Mahal 
wit.h special guest 
Martin ~im~on 
Tie fe,elfrf/ 
. -,;(I ifh,(l«J.f/ 
Find Out 
W"hclt So Many 
lthacans·· 
Already Know. 
Ithaca's Favorite Restaurant 
for Mexican Food, Late Night Menu 
and All You Can Eat Specials! 
r---------------------~-~-----, 
1 You and your guest are cordially invited : 
: to enjoy I complimentary entree with : 
: purchase 2nd entree of equal or greater value. 1 
: Valid Sunday - Thursday : 
I (regular menu rtems only. Expires 12/ 1 /91) I L-----------------------------J 
Dinner everyday at 5:00pm • Lunch: M-f from 1130 
fun til Cloging • Late Night Menu Available 
Tripha~er Mall / Ithaca. New York / 7,57_ry;42. 
~. -
...... _. 
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Turkey----
continued from page 9 
row is Thanksgiving and you can't 
remember if there's some Turkey 
Fairy or Thanksgiving Bunny that 
comes in the middle of the night). 
DAY 7: THURSDA Y-Rela-
tives you have·not seen since last 
Thanksgiving suddenly appear in 
your house, munching on walnuts. 
Around 1 p.m., all the m~es are 
sucked into the living roo.m and 
forced to watch football on TV. But 
midway into the game a female 
voice beckoning from the dining. 
room breaks the confinement, 
"Time to eat! Guys, you can come 
out now." 
Dinner is served (yes, this is the 
"traditional" Thanksgiving Day, 
and numerous variations do exist -
someone reading this is saying, 
"Well, in my house the women 
watch the football and the men do 
the cooking." That same individual 
also probably has macaroni and 
cheese for Thanksgiving dinner. 
Hey, great! To each his/her own). 
Anyway, after the meal a discus-
sion begins in which everyone tells 
you how mature you have become, 
then you tell them all about your 
semester at IC (with ce~ omis-
sions). To make a long day short .. 
DAY 8: FRIDAY-You eat 
lunch--turkey sandwiches--and then 
you 're off to the public library to 
Ethnic musical 
instruments from 
Africa, Asia, and 
the Americas. 
MPORTS 
8d'UTIQUE 
Dewitt Mall · 277-3780 
-ROSES 
FRESH FLOWERS 
Plantation· 
130 Ithaca Commons 
273-7231 
Mon.-Wcd. & Sat. 10-5:30 
Th. & Fri. 'til 9 
Sun. 11-4. 
JOIN THE 
GREAT 
AMERICAN 
SMOKEOUT 
THE THIRD THURSDAY 
OF NOVEMBER 
Today at the 
Union from 11-4 
I AMERICAN 
.~CANCER 
,soCIETY!t 
·This spa,ce donated 
by The Ithacan 
work on a bit of homework. But Fear--------
upon entering the library, you see _ Continued from page 10 . 
six other high ~hoolJriends who _ throughout the film is to put one 
had the same idea, and you all de- subjectintheim~ediateforeground. 
cide to go sledding (surfing, para- in an extreme close up while blur-
chuting, mud wrestling, cliff div- ring the second subject in the back-
ing, whatever) instead. · ground. The awkward placement 
DAY 9: SATURDAY-This 'is of the subject·in the.frame in shots 
typically the day you and yow>par- such as this, combined with the 
ents have that deep philosophical quick cu,s between shots intensi-
talk about your future. As a fresh- fies · the : uneasiness the audience 
·man the conversation goes: feels while watching, such a dis-
"Have you picked a major yet?" turbing story. 
"Naw, too early." Scorsese'sbrilliantsenseof style 
As a sophomore: and inventive use of the camera 
"Have you begun giving some comes ta a climaxthat stylistically 
thought to your major?" rivals any of his previous work. His 
"No, my roommate's brother obtrusive and awkward camera 
didn't pick a major until he was a angles and quick cuts combined 
juniQr." with the commotion and violence 
As a junior: of the scene brings forth an inten-
"Please tell us you've selected sity and excitement that few films 
your major." of this type have ever captured. 
"Nope. But I think I want to Also contributing to the inten-
work with people." 
And as a senior: 
"WHAT'S YOUR MAJOR?!" 
"Corporate Communications." 
"What's that?" 
"No one knows." 
DAY 10: SUNDAY-Time .for 
goodbyes and the realization that 
you did absolutely nothing to alle-
viate the heavy load of class projects, 
papers and exams that await you in 
the upcoming week (Would you 
have it any other way?). 
WRITE HERE, 
WRITE NOW 
Interested in writing for 
Entertainment? Contact 
Beverly Goodman or 
Chris Gervais at 274-3207. 
or stop in The Ithacan 
office in Park 269. 
sity of this scene. is the lack of 
music. All through the film, the 
score, which. is actually a 
reorchestrated version of tl)e score 
from the original film, -is • notice-
ably present But dl,lring this scene 
the music stops and all that is heard 
isthe natural liaises of the scene. 
In most climatic· sequences of· 
suspense films the music is brought 
up, but again Scorsese's refusal to 
a~~r~ tp_ ,the.PJ~c~b,l~-~~-ts ~f 
film pays off in a scene that's un-
matched inrsuspe""5e ape\ intensity. 
Scorsese may be criticized for 
working on a genre, sem"i-formula 
movie. But what makes Cape Fear 
so effective is his:ability to tran-
scend clicheand ta1ce a genre which 
has been done to death and give it 
new life. The characters in this film 
are not perfect Each character is 
flawed and the terror caused by 
Cady brings out the inner soul of 
TBB LIVBRl 
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each character. 
C~pe Fear is about a psychotic 
killer stltlking a suburban family. 
But on a less obvious level, it is 
about how people deal with pain, 
fear and conflict in everyday life. 
Cady is -the personification of 
the extreme: His character embod-
ies all the pressures, fears and con-
flicts present in life itself. How a 
person deals with such pressure 
brings out who they really are. 
Cape Fear is an exploration into 
these characters inner selves to re-
veal fear, guilt and redemption, it 
clearly goes beyond- the entertain-
ment value present in the story. 
Cape Fear isafilmdealingwith 
large and complicated issues dis-
guised as an entertaining thriller. It 
further establishes Martin Scorsese 
as America's premiere filmmaker 
and will hopefully finally bring him 
the recognition he deserves. 
Weekends Sing Along 
With Player Piano 
STEAKS• PRIME RIB LOBSTER 
SEAFOODeCIDCKEN • LAMB 
DUCK•. SPECIALS 
COCKTAILS /IMPORTED & 
· DOMESTIC BEER & WINES 
DINNER 6PM TUES-SAT 
Call (607) 539-7724 
2J1rT S11111:rVillc Rd. Rt. 79-5 miles East or Ithaca 
CLASSIFIEDS 
KIMI and the GIRLS-
THANKS for ALL THE HELP. PERSONALS BEST DAMN CAMPUS REP SERVICES WANTED!!! 
Toe Giants are the best football You were 'SMASlllNG' NORTH AMERICA'S BEST 
-A. DAMN TOUR CO. ONLY Ill-
:::::::::::::::::= LIFE CAN OFFER YOU A FREE 
Marty Heresniak ('74), Voice 
Teacher. Technique, Repertory, 
Reading,Presence. 502 University 
Ave, Ithaca, 272-2892. 
team in the NFL. 
T.B. 
Rich: 
Toe Cowboys fell prey to the best 
referees money can buy. 
Todd. 
Rilo-
Will you sail around the world with 
me again? 
-Peanut 
To the Cayugan Staff-
Missed you on Sunday, but we 
expected as much. 
XXOO-Ithacan Staff 
ICTV-
The Cayugan was a no-show, but 
I'll look forward to rolling over 
you. 
Love,-Muckraker #1 
The night dragged on with every glance 
I dared to come back and take a chance 
Being shy is such a shame 
Now I wqn 't even know your name 
Max's-Insaine Jane-I'm 
searching for you-So 
NOTICES 
You Found WHAT in your 
Wheaties??!! 
TELL US! 
We aremarketing sbldents conduct-
ing research on how manufacturers 
respond to product complaints. We 
are soliciting the campus commu-
nity for actual product complaints, 
such as "my odor-eaters© don't eat 
odor,"or"myRaisinBran©ismiss-
ing all the raisins." Ir you have 
such a complaint, please call 272-
7967 and ask for Bonny, or stop by 
Smiddy 428 to talk to Prof. 
Eckrich. If your complaint is suit-
able for our project, we will file itat 
our expense, and anything received 
as a result of the correspondance 
will be yours to keep. Unfortunately, 
we will not be able to act on every 
complaint, but we will do our best 
to file as many as possible. 
.SPRING BREAK TIRIPFOR EV-
ERY 20 PAID AND A CHANCE 
TO WIN A YAMAHA 
WA VF.JAMMER. JOIN TIIOU-
SANDS OF OTHER CAMPUS 
REPS. 
CALL NOW 1-800-263-5604. 
SKI IN JANUARY 
SUN IN MARCH 
Winter and Spring Break trips with 
SAB. Trips to Killington, Colorado, 
Barbados, Bahamas, Jamaica and 
Cancun. For information stop by or 
call theSAB office at274-3383 and 
ask for Deb or Jodi. 
DIETERS-If you yave used a 
commercial diet (Nutri-System, 
Slimfast, Jenny Craig, etc.), docu-
mentary researchers would like to 
hear from you whether it worked or 
not. Kara-256-8493, Rob-256-
9737. . 
ACADEMIC 
WORDPROCESSING 
Fast, overnight service. Term Pa-
pers, theses, dissertations. Near 
Commons. Call Julie 273-6903. 
The Sound Guys 
Mobil DJ's 
277-0422 
JOB OPPORTUNITIES 
Part-time child care wanted, flex-
iblehours, car necessary, negotiable 
wage. Call Gail, 387-5925. 
Earn $6.00 per hour; add market-
ing/sales experience to your resume; 
help market educational services 
on your campus; earn a FREE 
GMA T,LSAT,GRE,MCATPREP 
course; call The Ronkin Educational 
Group at 277-0700. 
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FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS 
Promote & Organize our Spring 
Break tours. All materials furnished. · 
Good Pay & Fun. Call Campus 
Marketing. 1-800-423-5264. 
FOR SALE 
, 
Looking for a computer? How 
about the best Apple II compatable 
around, the Laser 128? Includes 
monochrome monitor, Toshiba 
printer, multibldes of software and 
games. Price negotiable. Cail 272-
7967. 
-SENIORS 
A mailing from Varden 
Studios contains an incorrect 
date for you to return your 
senior portrait proofs. 
A Varden representative will 
be in the Park Building lobby 
on Friday, December 6 and 
Monday, December 9. 
Questions? Call the Cayugan 
at 274-1102. 
_ Spring Sublet and Rental Guide 
••• 
Apt for Rent New 3 bedroom, 2 
baths, furnished, 3 blocks Com-
mons, unique energy efficient. 
$250/room _plus. 533-7324, 277-
6260. 
II 
S. Aurora St. SIIECIIS 
PUiis 
IICAWIIERS 
AIIERPE . 
6 BEDROOM HOUSE 
lats of Parking (FREE)• 18 ar 12 Monti! lease 
Prllll! South HIii Location 
a walk to class or a wal/c to the Haunt 
$250/mo. plus_ util. 
273-7082 :':::t1· 
Now Renting for 1992-1993 
School Year- Hudson Street, 
Hillview Place, Prospect Street. 2-
15 bedroom apartments-available 
f?y apartment or rent whole house. 
All apartmentsfumished,mosthave 
off-street parking. 273-5370. 
For '92-'93: 3 bedroom apt. or 6 
bedroom house. 2 full bath and 2 
kitchen. 2 Laundry. 6 parking 
spaces. Call272-1131, 11 a.m. -11 
p.m. 
3 BEDROOM LOVELY FUR-
NISHED APARTMENT Living 
room, dining room, balcony, dish-
washer, microwave.just down the 
hill from campus, near the Com-
mons. Bus+ parking available$275 
per person. August '92. 272-7891, 
ask for Torn. 
SECOND SEMESTER 
AT 
COLLEGE CIRCLE 
Only a few 3 and 4 bedroom apart-
ments remain for January 1992. Call 
now to see and reserve the best and 
most beauti(ul apartment homes 
serving the Ithaca College Com-
munity. 277-1221 
TOWNHOUSES/ APTS. 
FOR RENT '92 -'93 
• 3-4 BEDROOMS 
• DISHWASHER, WASHER/DRYER 
IN.EACH UNIT 
~ LOTS OF PARKING 
• PRIME LOCATION 
• 
• PLEASANT LIVING 
CONDITIONS 
CALL 
273•6142 
BElWEEN 1-9 P.M. 
1992-93 
COLLEGE CIRCLE 
COLLEGE CIRCLE-ITHACA 
COLLEGE STUDENT APART-
MENTS OF CHOICE-OFFER: 
-NEW CONSTRUCTION 
-GREAT LOCATION 
-FREE PARKING 
-BEAUTIFUL LANDSCAPING 
-ELEGANT FURNITURE/FIN-
ISHES 
-ON-SI1E LAUNDRY 
-EFFICIENT/RESPONSIVE 
MANAGEMENT 
ACT NOW TO RESERVE 2, 3, 4, 
or 5 BEDROOMS FOR JUNE OR 
AUGUST. 
277-1221 
Unusual Contemporary 
Townhouse 1 CharlesStreet,avail-
able June 1 1992. 3/4 bedrooms, 2 
baths, FREE heated garage, addi-
tional parking available. Skylit en-
try, walled garden, covered balcony. 
Pets by arrangement. Walk to I.C., 
Cornell, Commons,all buses. Price: 
$1300. Special offer: $1200 if 
signed before Nov. 15, 1991. Call 
anytime 257-7077. 
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
DOWNTOWN '92 -'93 
Very nice. Furnished. Big rooms. 
Yard. Porches. Parking. $250/per-
son includes heat and util. 273-
7082, leave message. 
Room available for Spring term in 
Beautiful South Hill four bedroom, 
with 3 IC women. Private Parking. 
Call landlord. 34 7-4513, 533-7500. 
Townhouses, large 4 and 8 bed-
room units, warm woodstoves/fire-
places, 11/2and4 baths.furnished, 
free parking and walk to IC, 273-
9300. 
Four Bedroom Cape Cod, 
masonary fireplace, hardwood 
floors, formal LR, DR., eat-in 
kitchen, full basement, laundry cen-
ter, 2 car garage, 273-9300. 
WANT YOUR AD IN THE 
ITIIACAN CLASSIFIEDS? 
JUST CALL 274-3208, OR 
STOP BY PARK 269. WE'LL 
BE GLAD TO HELP. 
GREAT LOCATIONS! 
GREAT PRICES! 
SOUTH HILL. EAST HILL. 
DOWNTOWN. CA YUGA 
LAKE. 
A SELECTION OF HOUSES 
AND APARTMENTS FROM 1 
TO 5 BEDROOMS STARTING 
AT $260 WITH ALL UTILITIES 
INCLUDED.OFF STREET 
PARKING! LAUNDRY FACILI-
TIES! 10 AND 12 MONTH 
LEASES. 
JAMES E. GARDNER, JR., 
277-3232 
BEAT THE RUSH 
STUDIO-Brand new contempo-
rary. Nice downtown location, laun-
dry, parking, furnished. $350. 
Available 8/92. 
ONE BEDROOM-nicely reno-
vated w/ new kitchen and bath. 
Clean, quiet, free parking, laundry, 
furnished. Downtown. Available 6/ 
92. 
3-7 Bedroom --call for details. 
273-4781 
BEST 3 BEDROOM APT. Extra 
spacious rooms, large closets, de-
signers furniture, free laundry, free 
parking. Excellent condition. Be-
tween campus and downtown. 
Available June 1992. Don't miss 
out-see this today! 273-4781. 
DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE in 
this nice 7 bedroom apt with two 
floors, two kitchens, two baths, and 
extra large bedrooms. Includes laun-
dry, furnishings and free parking. 
Great downtown location. Great 
value for your housing $. Available 
8/92. 273-4781. 
FOR RENT 
AURORA ST. 
HOUSE 
.• 
3 • BDRMS, DINING RM, 
KITCHEN 8 BATH . 
WASHER/DRYER 
PARKING 
273-0SSI IP.IOP 
273-1142 IP-IP 
SUBLET 
SPRING SEMESTER SUBLET 
Seeking housemate in 4 bedroom 
apartment. GREAT LOCATION. 
Washer/drjer. $225/month. Cal\ 
Heidi: 256-7024 
Sublease: I bedroom available in 3 
bedroom house from Jan. 1 - July 
31. Very close to Commons. On 
Bus route. $235/mo. 272-4962. 
I bdnn fully f~shed. Available 
immediately (until May 31). $230+ 
elec per month. Big kitchen, porch, 
big family room, cable tv., very 
close to C.U.-on University Ave. 
Dana-272-6120. 
Spring Sublet: One Br. in 2 Br. Apt 
January to May/August. N. Aurora 
St.-2 blocks from Commons. 
Parking! Contact Stephanie at 256-
3033. 
OnepersonneededforCircleApart-
ment. Pay only for Spring Semester 
Months! Call Mike 256-1514. 
Room Available Spring of '92, 
downtown. 3 minute walk to the 
Commons. Right by the police 
station. Call 256-7303. Female pre-
ferred. 
Room available in 3 bedroom apart-
ment. Male or female. Close to 
Commons. Call 256-5464. 
One Bedroom furnished Apartment 
Clean, Quiet, Carpeted, walk to IC. 
$395 includes heat Dec. 23- Aug. 
15. 277-4869. ~ 
ROOMMATES 
ROOMMATEW ANTED.LARGE 
MODERN, SEMI-FURNISHED 
APARTMENT, DISHWASHER, 
WASHER/DRYER, CATHE-
DRAL CEil.,ING, FULLY CAR-
PETED, DOWNTOWN. CALL 
JEFF-277-2525(O) 272-9406 (H). 
Help! Gradsbldent(Male,27)com-
ing to IC in January seeks room-
mate w/ apt (Male or female). Call 
(914)-462-3954 before 11/26 ask 
for Don. After 12/1 call (518)-561-
6093 mornings. 
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CAL VIN & HOBBES ...-----------, By BILL WATTERSON 
.. 
1 WEl'li 10 ~OOL, PV,.'(8) 
O\JTS\DE, ~NI) 010 I'll'( 
"Ot.\Evi~K l'M til-lf..lJ~I) 
' l.,/½_ 
.) 
MOTHER GOOSE AND GRIMM __ By MIKE PETERS 
eer M6 A 60Wl., 
OF t>OG FOOi:> ANC> 1?Ur A Ftl511.J rr, 
ur:e1, rM eo,~ 
TO SB IN H6/fE 
FOR £.IFe, 
-
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THE fAR SIDE 
Br 
GARY LARSON 
"I'm sorry, Mr. Caldwell, but the big guy's on his way 
out. If you want my opinion, take him home, find a 
qui~t spot out in the yard, and squash· him." 
---':'"· 
~..1120 
Why we see news anchorpersons only 
from the waist up. 
OUTLAND . r--------"7"7.l.,. By BERKELEY BREATHED 
.. I 
( ,( 
r:ii:'i 
~ 
...... ---·- ' .. ,_.,_, ..... - - - ··-. --- -~-- -·--·----- - -- -
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women harriers qualify for nationals; men place tWo 
DelSignore breaks sixth 
course record 
By Jim Fenno·. 
In more ways than one, the women's var-
sity cross-country team left an impression at 
the regional qualifiers last Saturday. 
TheweekendcontestatSaratogaSpaState 
Park led th~ Bombers to place second behind 
Cortland, qualifying them for Division III 
Nationals. 'c.-
Juniorteam captain ~MarieDelSignore 
placedfirst,·settingacourserecordof 18:03.2. 
The new record plac~ her nearly 40 seconds 
ahead of -the next fastest finisher from 
Cortland,and was her sixth consecutive course 
record this season. 
"I want to do the best I can to help the 
team." DelSignore said, "I _set my goals at the 
beginning of the season to become All-
American, and hopefully I will make the top 
10: · 
Of the remaining IC runners, graduate 
student Mary Halloran (19:11.1) came in 
eighth, followed by 13th finisher, senior 
Teresa Tomazic (19:29.1), 19th finisher jun-
ior Paula Carlin, 24th finisher, junior Mary 
Casbarro (20:02.9),3 lstfinisher, sophomore 
Gloria Hill (20: 13.5), and 33rd finisher, se-
nior Lynn Griffith (20: 16.5). 
"We were all nervous and knew that we 
would have to run for our personal records 
Saturday, and we pretty much did," Tomazic 
said. "When we did make it [to Nationals], it 
was more exciting this year than last, because 
we all had to work a little harder." She said 
the team will try to beat 1990's eighth place 
position Saturday in Newport News, Va. 
Senior Class would like to say: 
THANK YOO 
to all who attended the Senior 
Semi-Formal in "Hollywood." 
Thanks to you it _was a 
great success! 
REMINDER: 
The Seniors '92 
World Tour Continues. 
Join us for a Happy Hour 
on the-Amazon River on 
December 6th in the Pub/ 
. Coffeehouse, 4-7 p.m.· 
Men fall two places 
short at Saturday race 
By Jim Fenno 
It was a close battle for the men's varsity 
cross country team last weekend, but one 
they would lose. 
In Saturday's regional qualifier, hosted by 
Union College, the Bombers fell two places 
short of a fourth place spot that would have 
sent them to the Division III NCAA Champi-
onships in Newport News, Va 
The UniversityofRochester,Albany,RIT, 
and Cortland qualified for the National con-
test, while Fredonia placed fifth. 
Senior team captain Jason Trumble 
(26:11.6), placed 16th, and junior Adam 
Eigenrauch (26:21.5), placed 20th, becom-
ing two of six regional runners that qualified 
individually for the national competition. 
Albany's Todd Orvis placed first in the men's 
race with a time of25:06.6. In qualifying for 
Nationals this year, Trumble will become the 
third male runner to go to the NCAAs all four 
years of his college career. 
"We nearly doubled the distance that we 
ran [in past seasons] with morning practices, 
so I'm hoping to be among the top 50 [runners 
at Nationals]," Trumble said. 
"The only unforbJnate thing is that the 
team is not going," he said. 
"Our main concern was going as a team," , 
Eigenrauch said," ... but I'm honored to go [to 
nationals] and plan to represent our team 
well." 
In next week's race, the top 25 runners will 
gain the All-American title. 
Records ----------:------
Continued from back page 
me. I'm kicking well and more importantly 
my confidence is high heading into the play-
offs," Sullivan said. 
Wilkowski continued to find wide open 
receivers and this time it was Sean O' Neill 
who broke free for a 41-yard touchdown 
catch. 
It was the first scoring reception of ONeill's 
career and he was naturally excited. "It's been 
along time coming. Theircomerbacks played 
me tight and I took advantage," he said. 
With six minutes until half time, the Bomb-
ers aerial attack struck again and it was 
Ismailoff (11 catches, 113 yards) talcing a 
Wilkowski pass 54 yards for the score and 
nabbing the school reception record in the 
process. 
"The record was good to get, but it's better 
that we're in the playoffs because there's too 
_ much football left in me and I don't want to 
stop now," Ismailoff said. 
Unfortunately for the Golden Eagles, there 
was also plenty of football left in the second 
half and the Bombers kept things rolling. 
Quarterback Joe Fitzgerald ran for two 
touchdowns in a relief role, and running back 
Keith Molinich added an 11 yard scoring run 
to end the 52-0 drubbing. 
"Everything was clicking today. Th,e 
sophomores, juniors and seniors played as a 
unit and there was no such thing as upper-
classmen this afternoon," Ismailoff said. 
Despite the domination, the players were 
aware it only becomes harder from here on 
out "We didn't look at today as an end, but a 
new beginning. Next week we won't play a 
Brockport, maybe it will bea Glassboro State 
or Union, and we don't know what will work 
and what won't," running back Jeff Wittman 
(67 yards rushing) said. 
It turns out that the Bombers will open the 
playoffs when they host Glassboro s'aturday 
at South Hill Field. 
The most important thing Saturday was 
the large margin, which allowed Butterfield 
to clear the bench early. "We had four players 
break records, but the record of the day was 
that everyone got to play a good amount of 
time," he said. 
1HE COMPltTE S1\ID\O FOR lif\lfl • 1561r\E COMMONS• 272-5532 
, --.. , 
Sun, surf, and .... with thousands or Collegestudents from aD over the 
Northeast Each Spring Break package Includes airfare, transfers, 7 
nights hotels, hOIBl taxes and gratuities and non-stop parties and ac> 
tlvltles from beginning IO end. 
Jamaica from ................. $439 
Cancun from ..... ~ ............ $429 
Panama City hotel only.$119 
Panama City with bus ... $229 
For information and reservations contact: 
· Andrea, Beth, or Alison @ 258-3990 
For the lowest available a,rfares contact: 
Ithaca Travel Outlet 
_=--._J'~ 
~Ir·-,~ 
- C ,e- IJ 272-6963 120 .Nortn Aurora St. 
Ithaca Travel Oul/el (Abov~_ the Fisherman restaurant) 
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A mix of old ·and new 
Pritchard hopes 
newcomers can 
adjust quickly; 
Bombers picked 
2nd in EAA poll 
By Christa Anon 
Age doesn't always equal expe-
rience. 
Of the 14 members on the 
women's basketball team, half are 
juniors and seniors, but only five 
are veterans. 
WOMEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
PREVIEW' 
Head coach Chris Pritchard said, 
"We have the talent without the 
experience. That is our constant 
challenge right now, to have the 
newcomers assimilate into the sys-
tem and produce. Hopefully that 
will happen before February." 
· November 21, 1991 
_ . e~ck·you·up 
and . · e you home 
····~··········· 
_. -_ Groupia _of ~n 
·---or more. 
Meet Patricia Menotti, your 
•• Authorized 
Education Sales Consultant 
Q&A Sessions: Thursdays 3-Spm 
Learn how you will benefit"by owning a Macintosh~computer. 
Pat will be on hand in Friends 110 to demonstrate the newest 
Macintosh and answer your questions. Or call her home office 
at 315-253-5951, or leave a message at J-800-488-48-77. In a preseason poll of all eight 
Empire Athletic Association 
coaches, the Bombers were picked 
to finish second. 
Veterans 
According to Pritchard, four re-
turnees will start in IC's opening 
game Saturday against Southern 
Maine: guards Lisa Tibbles and 
Tiffany Shaffer and forwards 
Kristen Kinne and Karen Fischer. 
Ithacan/ Tor Seemann 
Two freshman, Amy Griffith (shooting), and Kerry Ann McLaughlin, 
practice In the Ben Light Gymnasium. 
i"A:Yiri 
Connecting Point.llllll 
COMPUTER CENTERS 
-1 AppleCare3 !Extended Service Plan on Sale! 
-
Tibbles, a senior tri-captain, is 
entering her second season with 
Ithaca. Last season she averaged 
5.2 steals each game and totalled 
124 for the season. 
According to Pritchard, Tibbles' 
speed and quickness are the reasons 
tor her success on defense. Pritchard 
said she needs Tibbles to play solid, 
contain defense for the Bombers to 
be successful this season. 
At shooting guard, Shaffer "is 
one of the purest shooters" Pritchard 
has coached. Pritchard said Shaffer, 
a junior, has a good knowledge of 
basketball and has the ability to 
anticipate and create plays. 
Kinne, a senior tri-captain, will 
be moving from power forward/ 
center to small forward/off guard 
this season. Kinne is also in her 
second season with the Bombers, 
andPritchardsaid she looks to Kinne 
as a control factor on the coun. 
A junior, Fischer is also a tri-
captain. According to Pritchard, 
"She's the type of player who after 
a game everybody's gonna know 
Karen Fischer was on the court." 
One area Fischer needs to im-
prove is that of offensive and de-
fensive rebounding. 
· The fifth veteran, Julie Salazar, Pritchard is trying to convert to an 
is rehabilitating the knee she outside player. Pritchard said 
reinjuredinpracticeearlierlhisyear. McLaughlin has the potential to 
Pritchard said Salazar is currently replace Tibbles at point guard. At 
testing her knee with easy cuts, and small forward, Perniciaro "is not 
is not sure when she wiII return. flashy. You won't even know she's 
Newcomers on the court, but she11 still contrib-
Until Salazar returns, junior ute." 
Maura Keenan, sophomoreMaLisa 
Sears and freshman Nan Boucher 
will contend for playing time at 
center. 
PritchardsaidKeenanhasacom-
petitive spirit and characterized her 
as a "meat and potatoes kind of 
player." 
Sears is a transfer from the Uni-
versity of Rochester. According to 
Pritchard, Sears is a finesse player 
and needs to be more physical and 
assertive. 
Since the beginning of practice, 
Boucher has shown a lot of im-
provement Pritchard said Boucher 
is an offepsive threat, but needs to 
work on her defense. 
Among theothernewcomersare 
three freshmen from the same high 
school. Sandra Kolb, Kerry 
McLaughlin and Kerrin Perniciaro 
are from Sachem (Long Island) 
High School. 
Kolb is an inside player who 
Expectations 
Pritchard said she expects the 
team's depth and height to allow the 
Bombers to continue their fast-
paced, pressure defense, while giv-
ing them the option of mixing in a 
zone defense. 
The addition of nine players to 
the system combined with the new 
zone defenses, has left IC at a point 
where they are not sure where they 
stand inrelation to the opponents 
on their schedule. 
Pritchard said, "It's very diffi-
cult for us to assess where we're aL 
We have a lot of talent, but we're 
not there yet as a team. I know 
where we can be, but that process is 
going to take a little µme." 
Entering their game against sev-
en th-ranked Southern Maine, 
Pritchard said, "We've been bat-
tling against each other in high in-
tensity-type practices for two hours· 
a day. We're anxious to get going." 
• HARDWARE • TRAINING 
, INSTALLATION ·. • TECHNICALSUPPORT 
• AUTHORIZED SERVICE CENTER 
• DISCOUNTED EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE 
Apple, Macintosh, and the Apple logo are registered 
trademarks of Apple Co"""ter Inc. Classic 1s a tradema,k 
licensed to Apple Colfl)Uter Inc. AppleCare is a registered 
servioe mark a Apple Co"""ter Inc. · 
Seniors! Get ready for ... 
~~ q ~ 
Over 100 companies will be 
interviewing for full-time positions! 
Submit resumes for Careers '92 
New York City by December 2.-· 
See the Campus Recruiting Office 
First Floor Gannett 
T~_e Perfect Present 
Absolutely No Charge 'I_'o Seniors 
mr:=:, ===F=E==E=L~T===B====E~B==E~A~T~! ~~ 
I 
·'··· --~ .... ,.v··,. 
ef,INIMAIL. 
~1'fRACTBOti~ 
Nothing But Stuffed Animals 
· 108 Dryden Rd .e Collegetown 
. . 
273-4857-e·We Deliver.· 
6 Day, 5 N~ght Hotel 
& Bahama Cruise 
Vacation Packages 
SAVE up to 70°/o 
OFF OF APPROX! MATE $1,000 VALUE 
REPRESENTATIVES ARE STANDING BY! 
MONDAY-FRIDAY• 9am to 10pm EST 
MUST CALL NOW 
:, 
lr800~.783~2381 
. . 
. ., 
\","'_', I L ". <,.: 1, 
' 
FOR ONLY 
$165"00 
PER PERSON 
LIMITED AMOUNT OF 
CRUISE PACKAGES 
AVAILABLE 
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Grap-piers 
snare_ 
Ithaca 
Invitational 
By Scott L. Matson 
The 1991-92 wrestling season 
opened with a victory as the Bomb-
ers topped 12 other visiting schools 
at the ninth annual Ithaca Invita-
tional. 
WRESTLING 
The Bombers tallied 162.5 
points, beating the second place 
team, Southern Connecticut State, 
by 24.25 points. The meet was held 
in the Ben Light Gymnasium. 
"This tournament usually draws 
the best division II and III schools 
in the area," Ithaca head coach J oho 
Murray said. 
With the quality wrestling per-
formances from the Bombers 
against this caliber of competition, 
it looks to be a promising season for 
Murray's matmen. 
Ithaca showcased four grapplers 
in the championship round: sopho-
more Kent Maslin (142 pounds), 
sophomore Karl Zenie (177), jun-
ior Dan Uhteg (190) and sopho-
more Steve Farr (heavyweight). 
Southern Connecticut was the 
only other team to have four repre-
sentatives in the final round. 
Maslin was the lone Bomber to 
walk away with a championship 
trophy. HedefeatedRickPawlewicz 
of St. Lawrence with a 3-1 deci-
sion. Maslin dropped Pawlewicz 
for a two-point takedown which 
was the difference in sudden death. 
"I feel that I'm not undersized 
and I feel strong at this weight," 
Maslin said 
Murray evaluated Maslin's 
match simply. "Kent'sperformance 
was excellent, the finals round was 
a good win for him," he said. 
Murray said that Zenie, Uhteg 
and Farr all fell victim to tough 
luck. 
Zenie dueled with the def ending 
tournament champion, Joe Bena 
from Southern Connecticut, and in 
the final 10 seconds dropped a 6-4 
decision. 
Uhteg also battled to the final 
seconds before surrendering a 3-2 
losstoJohnWelchofCortlandState. 
A three-point near fall for Shawn 
Cavanaugh of Cortland State put 
the heavyweight title out of reach 
for Fan;. 
The Bombers will compete head 
to head against Cortland State, 
Oswego State and St Lawrence 
during the remainder of the season. 
"This tournament was a definite 
indicator of how good this team 
will do," Maslin said. "We have a 
lot of talent, and when we work out 
some of the small problems, we 
will have a potentially high ranking 
team." 
Murray shares in Maslin's con-
fidence and optimism. Murray was 
pleased to see so many points scored 
from a team that is anchored by 
only two juniors and three seniors. 
;J 
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Skaters lose first, split road trip 
By Michael J. Kahan 
The Ithaca College ice hockey 
team arrived in Rochester on Fri-
day expecting a tough challenge, 
and that's exactly what they got. 
ICE HOCKEY 
IC was handed its first defeat of 
the season at the hands of the Uni-
versity ofRochester Yellow jackets, 
5-3. Senior captain Jeff Randall 
opened the scoring at 7: 17 of the 
first period, assisted by junior 
foward Jay Kelly and Ithaca's lead-
ing scorer Jim Mastandrea. 
After two Rochester goals, 
Mastandrea continued his scoring 
tear with another goal off a pass 
from Randall. 
Rochester then converted on one 
of its 11 power play opportunities, 
scoring at 14:04 of the second pe-
riod for a 3-2 lead. The Bombers 
refused to quit, ending the second 
period scoring with another Kelly-
Mastandrea-Randall goal; this time 
Kelly got the goal, and Randall and 
Champs 
Continued from back page 
rience during the UCSD game," 
Farmer said ·"We controlled most 
of the game and outshot them by a 
large margin." Kristin Kaupang 
scored the lone goal. 
Besides the national title, Ithaca 
ended the 1991 season with many 
honors and records. Their season 
mark of19-2-3 was a single season 
Mastandrea recorded assists. "That 
line has just played so well," head 
coach Chris Grippen said. 
Rochester struck right back 
again, and this time took a lead they 
would not relinquish, scoring at 
18:23 of the second. 
The Yellowjackets added an-
other in the third period, malcing the 
final score 5-3. 
Grippen was concerned with the 
performance of his defense, short-
handed due to the absence of junior 
Jon Goldberg, who is sidelined with 
a chin injury sustained against 
Niagara last Friday. 
"They (thedefense) were sloppy 
and not up to par," added Grippen. 
Grippen also cited overall fatigue 
as a possible explanation for the 
Bombers poor play, noting the large 
amount of travel time the team has 
had to endure in the past two weeks. 
• On Saturday, IC ventured to 
Syracuse to face off against SU, a 
perrenial Division I powerhouse in 
football and basketball, and a team 
whose name can instill intimida-
record for the program. The old 
record was held by the 1989 squad 
-- 17-1-7. 
The four Bombers named to the 
. All-Tournament Team were junior 
back Liz Neu, junior midfielder 
Lorrie Dey le, sophomore midfielder 
Kaupang, and sophomore back 
Megan Collins. 
Both Kaupang and Collins were 
awarded MVP honors, Kaupang on 
tion in many people. 
Ithaca.however, was not intimi-
dated whatsoever, as evidenced by 
their 7-4 victory over the 
Orangemen. 
As usual, Mastandrea led the 
way for IC,recording two goals and 
an assist on the evening. Sopho-
more Jamie McDonald notched his 
firstcareergoalasaBomber, while 
senior Scou Crawford continued 
his solid play for Ithaca this season, 
adding a goal and two assists. 
Whereas Syracuse University 
would simply not be on the same 
level as Ithaca College in most sports 
IC competes in, Grippen viewed 
the game on Saturday as "us play-
ing down to their level", but was, 
nevertheless, "happy to get out of 
there with a win, because a victory 
is a victory.", Grippen added. 
On a final note for Ithaca, 
goaltender Dana Salvo was given 
the starting nod against Syracuse 
and he performed admirably. "He "· 
did just great for his first time.", 
said Grippen. 
offense, Collins on defense. 
Overall, the weekend was ex -
tremely successful, supportive and 
positive. In fact, the men's soccer 
team drove for eight hours and 
stayed all weekend to cheer on the 
women. "It's simple. We were the 
best team there this weekend," 
Farmer said. "We went there to 
prove that we were number one, 
and that's what we did." 
YOU'VE ALWAYS WANTED TO 
JUST DO IT! 
D&J TATTOOING 
LANSING PLAZA• 533-7970 
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Reachillg for a title: 
. ship from a trio of captai~. as-they ' Deep ·squad looks to live up havegonewithduosthepast_four 
years; This includes McEachern, 
to high expectations in EAA :!':!se:~~!~~!e::::-!e;:i 
deal of support. Dunne is the verbal 
leader, and Stapleton, leads by ex-
ample and is know for his hustling 
By Rorie Pickman 
One of the biggest y.,orries of 
any coach is where to tum when the 
team's best players can't play. This 
could be caused by fatigue or sick-
ness. However, IC men's basket-
ball coach Tom Baker is one less 
coach who will have to worry about 
depth in 1991-92. According to 
Baker, "this is the deepest team at 
IC in_ ten years in terms of talent" 
MEN'S 
BASKETBALL 
PREVIEW 
After losing seniors Mike Hess, 
Chris Aisenbrey and Steve 
MacDonald, all who contributed a 
great deal to Ithaca's basketball 
program, Baker and his squad 
needed to fill in the gaps. 
Hess had been the third leading 
scorer in Ithaca history and 
Aisenbrey served for two·years as 
the team's top center. Yet, in a 
preseason poll of the eight coaches 
in the Empire Athletic Association, 
the Bombers were picked to win the 
conference. 
With several new recruits and 
the team's returning veterans ready 
to step up, the Bombers should have 
no problems adjusting to the losses 
and reloading the team's quality 
players. 
Returning players who will be 
taking care of the guard positions 
this year are seniors John Dunne 
andArchieMcEachem,juniorsPete 
Kowal and Scott Miller and soph~ 
mores SteveRenzi andJoey Azwa. 
Newcomers who will help the vet- · 
erans out at guard include freshmen 
Kyle McGill from Livonia, and 
freshmen Sean Jones of Rochester. 
Dunne will serve as the team's 
top point guard, but is capable of 
sliding to the threespot.McEachem 
plays at the two guard position 
where he is looked to for his shoot-
ing. Kowal can play at either guard 
spot and gives Ithaca a three-point 
shooting threat Renzi gives the team 
strength on defense. He played in 
all but one game during his fresh-
men year. 
Returning forwards for the 
Bombers are senioc Jon Stapleton, 
junior Paul Walker, who was sec-
ondon the squad with blocked shots 
last year with 27, and sophomore 
Steve Dunham, who played in 18 
games during his freshmen year 
before suffering an injury which 
knocked him out for the rest of the 
season. 
Joining Stapleton, Walker and 
Dunham are freshmen LaBron 
Toles and Jeff Lifgren and junior 
transfer Rob Sullivan. Replacing 
Aisenbrey as the team's center will 
be Dunham, Stapleton and Toles 
while Walker will serve as a top 
power forward. 
This will be the first time since 
1987 that the team will get leader-
ability. 
"All three players are aggres-
sive by nature," Baker said. "How-
ever, each is different in his own 
way and will lead in his own way." 
The job of the captains is a tre-
mendous one, according to Baker. 
They will be responsible for keep-
ing consistency within the team and 
making sure things move smoothly. 
The team's depth will be their 
biggest strength this year and Baker 
said he believes it is key to a team's 
success. 
"We have a riumber of different 
people we can go to for big baskets 
in critical situations," Baker said. 
He also believes his squads' full 
court defensive pressure is excel-
lent Dunham said the team is "prob-
ably the deepest one I have ever 
played on." 
The only weakness Baker can 
see is having veterans and new-
comers play together. 
According to Baker, the team's 
goals this season will include the 
natural ones which are aly.,ays there _ 
-- to win the Empire Athletic Asso-
ciation, and achieve a· seventh trip 
to the playoffs. Baker said that he 
enjoys "watching the team come 
together and develop a chemistry 
which will leads to success." 
Ithaca will open their season this 
weekend at the Gettysburg Invita-
tional, where they will join the host 
Ithacan / Chris Burke 
An Ithaca cager leaps for a rebound during preseason practice on 
Wedne$day. Coach Tom Baker and Paul Walker (60) look on. 
as well as 1991 NCAA Playoff par-
ticipants Emory and Henr-y and 
Kings College from Pennsylvania. 
"We will be jumping right into the 
frying pan and then the fire," Baker 
said of the tournament, which he 
believes might be the toughest in 
the Nonheast · 
The players are very anxious 
about the tournament According 
to Dunham, the team is looking 
forward to the season because they 
will finally have a chance "to show 
everyone how good we are." 
Got your eyes 
on a fran1e? 
We've got the frame 
for your eyes and 
it's $91 or Less during 
our '91 BLOWOUT SALE. 
SALE PRICE GOOD ON ALL IN-STOCK FRAMES ONLY; 
FOR A LIMITED TIME 
The Style You Want 
The Quality You Need 
Complete Eye Health-Exams Call 273-1234 
Eddygate Building 
106 Dryden Rd. 
and Contact Lens· Fitting 
Monday, Thursday·and ·Saturday 
I-Day Service 
Avail;;ible 
across 'from The Greek House 
Mon.-Thur. 9am-7pm 
Fri.-Sat. 9am-6pin 
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Itpacan Sports BY THE NUMBERS Compiled by Scott D. Matthew 
and Aaron William 
BOMBER-SCOREBOARD 
Nov. 14-Nov. 20 
f.9otbaH (Q·l, 2-Q EAA) 
Nov. 16 · 
tthaea 52, SUNV BrockPQrt 0 
women's soccer ns-2-3, §·Q·l EAA) 
Nov. 15 
Ithaca 1, UCSD O 
Nov. 16 
Ithaca 2, Rochester 0 
Men's cross Country 
Nov. 16 
6th at NCAA Regional qualifier 
Y{omen's cross Country 
Nov. 16 
2nd at NCAA Regional qualifier 
EAA PRE-SEASON 
BASKETBALL 
COACHES POLL 
Men's 1990-81 
league W/1. W/L 
ftnllh (league) (total) 
1. Ithaca (5) 3 7.5 18-10 
2. Renss!')laer (3) 1 11-1 20-5 
3. Hartwick . . 16-12 
4. Hobart 2 8-4 14-11 
5. RIT 4 5-7 9-16 
6. Alfred 7 . 3-9 4-22 
7. St. Lawrence 6 4-8 10-16 
8. Clarkson 5 4-8 10-15 
Women's 
1. William Smith (4) 1 11-1 21-4 
2. Ithaca (3) 3 9-3 14-10 
3. Hartwick . . 20-7 
4. Clarkson 2 10-2 17-9 
5. Rennselaer (1) 4 5-7 11-12 
6. Alfred 5 4-8 5-19 
7. St. Lawrence 6 3-9 7-17 
8. RIT 7 0-12 0-24 
VoneybaH 132-15, 8-2 EAA) 
Nov. 16 
Ithaca def. East Nazarene 1 2-15 15-8 
15-6, 15-5 , ' 
Ithaca def. Eastern Connecticut 15-10 
1H5, 15-8, 15-11 ' 
Men's Swimming ll ·l) 
Nov. 16 
Ithaca def. Bloomsburg 141-90 
Women's Swimming C2-l> 
Nov. 16 
Bloomsburg def. Ithaca 143-98 
Wrestllng 
won Ithaca Invitational tournament 
FOOTBALL 
Ithaca 14 17 7 14 • 52 
Brockport O O O O • 0 
Ithaca Rushing 
Wittman 12-67, Adams 6-57, 
Fitzgerald 6-43, Molinich 6-43, 
Forgosh 3-25, Medina 1-16, Murtha 3-7, 
Konick 1-2, Wilkowski 5- -7 
Ithaca Passing 
Witkowski 11-15-166- 3 TD-0 INT, 
Fitzgerald 2-7-8- O TD- 0 INT, 
Smith 0-1--0 
Ithaca Recjevjng 
I smailoff 11-113, O'Neill 1-41, 
Slayton 1-20 
NCAA PLAYOFFS 
First Round 
East Region 
Glassboro St., N .J. (9-1) at Ithaca (9-1 ) 
Mass.-Lowell (10-0) at Union (9-0) 
Special to the Ithacan/ 
- Patricia Reynolds 
Thewomen's soccer team 
Coach Pat Farmer's squad 
captured their second 
consecutive national 
championship with a victory 
over Rochester on Saturday, 2· 
o. The squad defeated the 
University of California-San 
Diego 1·0 In the semifinal. 
CHAMPION UP-
STATE GRID POLL 
No . School Points 
Ithaca (13) 73 
Union (2) 60 
Cortland 40 
Buffalo State 35 
Rochester 9 
THE WEEK AHEAD 
November 21-November 28 
Thursday Nov 21 
No teams in action 
fciday Nov 22 
Men's Basketball at Gettysburg 
Invitational vs. Gettysburg 
TBA 
Women's -Swimming at Washington 
and Lee 
TBA 
Saturday Nov 23 
Wrestling at Great Lakes Open at 
Gannon 
10a.m. 
Men's Basketball at Gettysburg 
Invitational vs. Emory & Henry or Kings 
TBA 
Women's Basketball at Emmanuel 
Tip-off Tournament 
TBA 
FINAL BOMBER 
FOOTBALL STATS 
Player 
Rushing 
Total yds 
Jeff Wittman 
Todd Witkowski 
Ari Forgosh 
. 710 
269 
246 
Passing 
Player att /comp 
Todd Wilkowski 173/90 
Joe Fitzgerald 21 /6 
Receiving 
Player cei. vds 
Nick lsmailoff 54 836 
Jim Slayton 12 168 
Ken Szymansky 12 157 
Yds /att 
4.8 
3.4 
6.2 
int ett 
8 128.5 
0 64.7 
vds tr1;11. 
15.5 
14.0 
13.1 
Women's Swimming at Washington 
and Lee 
TBA 
Sunday Nov 24 
Women's Basketball at Emmanuel Tipoff 
Tournament 
TBA 
Women's Swimming at Washington 
and Lee 
Monday Nov 2s 
No teams in action 
Tuesday Nov 2s 
No teams in action 
Wednesday Nov 22 
No teams in action 
Thursday Nov 2s 
No teams in action 
INTRAMURALS: 
TBA 
FLOOR HOCKEY 
AND BASKETBALL 
The Recreational Sports Department 
will hold sign-ups for next semester's 
intramural floor hockey and 3-on-3 bas-
ketball on Monday, December 9 and 
Tuesday, December 10. 
Any teams planning to compete in 
these sports must. be represent~ at 
these meetings. 
Both meeting will be held in Hill Cen-
ter, room 57, at 6 p.m. Play for both 
activities begins on Wednesday, Janu-
ary 22. 
If you have any questions, please 
contact the Recreational Sports office at 
274-3320. 
LITTLE FEAT 
CAILFORTIX 
1-800-382-8080 
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Wo_men 1:1oopsters: a healthy 
mix of veterans and freshmen 
.... page 16 
Wrestlers open season with 
win at Ithaca Invitational 
Men's hoop team P~C?ke<;110 win 
: ~tiipir~ ··Athletic Association 
... page 17 ... page 18 
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Double the pleasure 
NCAA title 
stays on 
South Hill 
By Stephanie Svacb 
Champange, cheers, and a Na-
.tional Championship trophy. Not a 
bad collection for one weekend. 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
The Ithaca College women's soc-
cer team traveled both north and 
south in the playoffs, from the 
regionals in Virginia to the finals in 
New Hampshire to end their season 
19-2-3 and national champions. 
IC defeated the University of 
Rochester 2-0 on Sunday in the 
Division III National Champion-
ship game at Plymouth State Col-
lege in Plymouth, New Hampshire. 
This was Ithaca's record-setting 
fourth consecutive appearance in 
the finals, as well as their second 
consecutive championship crown. 
In the rmal game, nobody was 
quite sure what to expect. The first 
goal, scored by Lise Moore off a 
Michelle McKay assist, occured 30 
minutes into the first half. Up until 
the opening goal, it was a tight 
· game. "It was a very tight game," 
said Coach Farmer. "We showed 
our possesion early and our first 
goal was definitely the turning point 
_ Special to th_e Ithacan / Tim Markey 
Sen\or.co~pta\na Beth Howland and Kim-Rease.hold tha.NCAA.trophy·a1ott after Ithaca's 2-0 win 
over the University of Rochester last Sunday. It was IC's second consecutive national championship. , 
of the game. When we scored1our tremely emotional championship a knee injury, played for the last 
second goal, we knew we baa it" game. TheBomberswere National fifteenminutesofthegametowrap 
The second score came twenty sec- Champions in 1990, they lost to up the victory. 
ondsintothesecondhalfwhenDana Rochester earlier this year, and no After IC defeated University of 
Marangi found the back of the net other team besides IC (last year in California at San Diego in the first 
IC out shot Rochester 17-6 and thefinalsagainstCortland)hadever · round 1-0, both their emotions and 
dominatedthegameincornerkicks. defeatedthehostteam.Also,senior confidence were high. "The girls 
This contest was more than just goalkeeper Beth Greco, who had- showedgreatcomposureandexpe-
a final four game. This was an ex- beenoutformostoftheseasonwith See "Champs," page 17 
Records fall in 
Brockport bashing 
By Brian S. Lustig 
"Four more weeks." That's what 
the Ithaca players were saying after 
manhandling Brockpon State 52-0 
Saturday. 
FOOTBALL 
The four weeks are what's left if 
the Bombers are to win their second 
Amos Alonzo Stagg Bowl in the 
last four years. · 
The Bombers concluded their 
regular season in convincing fash-
ion over a truly inferior Golden 
Eagle team. Ithaca was trying to put 
all the pieces together in time for 
the playoff stretch and Brockpon 
State was the unfonunate recipient 
of their efforts. 
Despite the fact that the 
postseason loomed in the Bombers 
near future, they unde~tood that 
they had to win this game first 
"This was a playoff game in itself 
because we knew coming · in the 
next loss would mean the end of our 
season,"headcoachJimButterfield · 
said. . 
The game· began with f9ur 
Bomber players in reach of sch<X?l 
records, all succeeded. 
Olieoftheserecordbreak~~ 
ToddWilkowski(ll-15, 116 yards). 
He eclipsed single season school 
records for completions, passing 
yards and total offense before the 
afternoon was through, as he shred-
ded the Golden Eagles defense to 
feathers. 
Wilkowski started things off 
early on founh and five at the 
Brockpon20-yardline. He dropped 
back and was all but sacked before 
he squirmed away and hit a wide 
open Jim Slayton in the comer of 
the endzone for six points. 
WhileSlaytongotthesixpoints, 
it was Nick Ismailoff keying the 
firstquarterdrives withfivecatches 
en route to a single season school 
record of 54 receptions. 
The Born hers added another 
score when Jeff Adams scooted into 
the .endzone vinually untouched 
from 10 yards OUL 
A Matt_ Sullivan field goal in-
creased the damage to 17-0 as he _ .. 
took aim and eventually surpassed ~- -' 
the ~hool record f9r ~r points. 
Sullivan fmi_shed wi$ 205 points . 
(five better than the previous mark) 
and put the milestone in perspec-
tive.. - · - . : . _ · _ .. -· :·--· ·.. ·· · : -. _-- .. · - - : h_hacan-JGreg_Hollmann 
"I'ni glad therecord_is behind -Hhaca Uneblicker B,lllle_-~ys. Jr. lea_ps_to kn~ down a pass by 
Se~ "Records," page 15 . Brockport quarterback Jim Higgins. The Bombers romped,-52-0. 
November 21, 1991 
Two trophies 
are better· 
than one 
By Willie Rubenstein and 
Scott D. Matthews 
How does the women's soccer 
team do it? 
IN THE _ 
BOMB SIGHT 
Coach Pat Farmer's team con-
tinues to accomplish on a yearly 
basis whatanyotherprogram would 
considerasoliddecade'swork. This 
season, the Bombers made their 
fourth consecutive trip to. the Final 
Four, and capped that off with their 
second straight national champion-
ship. · 
• Ithaca's football players wound 
up very high in the final Upstate 
New York statistical rankings. 
Wide reciever Nick Ismailoff 
came in third in the recieving de-
partment with 54 catches. lsmailoff 
also had the second highest yardage 
total with 836, and was tied for third 
in yards per reception with al5.5 
average. ' 
Quarterback Todd Wilkowski 
. :was ranked fourth among the pass-
ing leaders with a 128.5 efficiency 
rating. . 
Running back Jeff Wittman 
came back strong from a preseason 
knee injury that kept him out of the 
first two games. The junior ranked 
seventh with 101.4 rushing yards a 
game. 
•-In Philadelphia for the Braxton 
Cup, the women's varsity.crew won 
their meet, defeating· tough teams 
like Temple, Franklin & Marshall, 
Villanova and St. Joseph's., The 
Bombers finished in a time of7:03, 
while Temple needed 7: 19 to cover 
2,000metersofthe SchuyhillRiver. 
The varsity lightweight men were 
also successful, as they topped 
Drexel by four seconds to win in 
6:24. LaSalle, St Joseph's, Marietta 
(Ohio) and Hofstra followed . 
The men's varsity heavyweights 
ended up third behind Temple and 
Drexel, while beating Marietta and 
Washington College. 
• Can you juggle books and balls 
at.the same time, while maintaining 
a 3.2 GPA? WelJ, three Bomber 
football players have done itin 1991. 
Senior co-captain and tackle Chris 
White (social studies), classmate 
linebacker Rob Finneran (account-
ing) and junior center Keith Linsey 
(physical therapy) have garnered 
GTE ·coSIDA All-Academic Dis-
' trict One honors. Ithaca is in Dis-
. trict One; which comprises ·_New 
· York state,all of New En·g~~ and 
northeastern Canada. · _ 
Prediction: Glassborocomes to 
town on Saturday. The visitors are 
obviously talented, bui Ithaca has 
- faced talented, teams before. Even 
if both teains are ev~y matched, -
. the home-field. advantage will be 
the different¢. ·Prectiction:~Jtbaca· 
24, Glusboro 10 
